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To Be Taken To Switzerland For Transfer To U.S.

Bodies Turned Over To

Catholic Archbishop

named
PROM QUEEN AND ATTENDANTS — Starr Jones (center), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones, was
Murray High School prom queen at the school's junior-senior prom Saturday night in Beshear Gymansium. Atof Mr.
tendants were Elizabeth Stout (left), daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Richard Stout, and Tammy Campbell, daughter
Photo Br Caner Studio
and Mrs. Dale Campbell.

By The Associated Press
The bodies of the eight U.S. servicemen killed in the failed hostage
rescue mission in Iran were turned over
today to a Greek Catholic Archbishop
who said he would take them on a flight
to Switzerland on Tuesday for transfer
to the United States.
Iranians said they found a "possibly
American" helicopter abandoned in the
desert after four helicopters violated
Iranian airspace Sunday, the official
Pars news agency reported today. But
in Washington, Defense Department
spokesman Lt. Cmdr. Gordon Peterson
said there was no such violation and the
helicopter was the one abandoned during the failed April 25 mission to rescue
53 Americans from Tehran.
The bodies of servicemen killed in
that mission were handed over Archbishop Hilarion Capudji, who was accompanied by Swiss Ambassador Eric
Lang and the papal representative in
Iran, Monsignor Annibale Bugnini, the
radio said.
Capudji said he will fly with the
bodies Tuesday to Switzerland where

Catchup Time
Bush, Kennedy Look To Fall Primaries For Strength
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
DALLAS AP) — George Bush and
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, the catchupcandidates, are arguing parallel
themes — that the front-runners are
likely to prove weak this fall in the big
states where White House elections are
won and lost.
But while they try to make that case,
Ronald Reagan and President Carter
are gaining-delegates and approaching
the point where the taunts of their
challengers will be academic.
Bush claimed a -stunning" lift for his
campaign in an unexpectly close
second-place finish m the Texas
presidential primary election on Satur-
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fair tonight
Fair tonight with lows in the
mid to upper 505. Partly sunny
breezy and turning cooler on
Tuesday Highs in the low to mid
70s.
Extended Forecast
Partly sunny and mild Wednesday through Friday with little or
no precipitation. Lows Wednesday and Thursday in the low to
mid 50s and in the upper itils to
low 50s on Friday. Highs Wednesday and Thursday in the mid 70s
to near 80 and in the low to mid
70s on Friday

day. But it's late irk the game to claim
comfort in second place. Moreover,
while Bush, an adopted Texan, was
making a race of the popular vote,
Reagan was running up his delegate
count.
In the delegate competition, the
former California governor won a landslide, 65 nominating votes to 15 for
Bush.
Overall, in that primary and five
weekend GOP conventions and
150
caucuses, Reagan gained
Republican delegates, to run his nationwide total to 639. It will take 998 to win
the nomination.
Reagan won more delegates over the
weekend than Bush has won in the entire campaign. The former United Nations ambassador now has 135

delegates.
Carter upped his national delegate
count to 1,137 of the 1,666 he needs for
renomination. Kennedy has 654.
The president won easily in the Texas
Democratic primary, but it didn't
count. The 152 delegates are being
selected in a separate caucusconvention system that began as soon
as the primary election was over.
The popular vote could offer a clue to
Carter's eventual strength, since a
voter had to cast a Democratic ballot in
the primary in order to prove party
credentials to take part in the caucuses.
Robert S. Strauss, Carter's national
campaign chairman, said the president
would gain enough Texas delegates to
be assured of nearly 80 percent of the
nominating votes he needs to win.

Strauss said that will approach 90
percent after the next set of primaries,
in Indiana, North Carolina, Tennessee
and the District of Columbia on Tuesday. Among them, those states will
award 223 Democratic delegates.
"Our prospects just aren't very good
in those states," conceded Richard C.
Drayne, a top aide to Kennedy.
In addition, Colorado Democrats hold
precinct caucuses tonight to begin the
process of assigning 40 nominating
votes. The delegate lineup there is not
likely to be known for some time.
Nor is that in Texas, but the uncertainty was made to order for rival
claims from the candidates. Carter's
state managers said he would wind up
with three-quarters of the delegation.
Kennedy's said the challenger would
capture 40 or 45 delegates.

Education Department Opens
WASHINGTON (AP) — After dozens
of consultations, hundreds of memoranda and musical chairs with thousands
of desks and bureaucratic bodies, the
Education Department is open for
business.
Split from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare,the new agency
was born officially at 12:01 a.m. EDT
Sunday. Today, its doors opened to the
public.
The 13th Cabinet agency, the Education Departmeit begins operations one
month sooner and costing $9 million
less than expected.
Where Congress gave the new agency
six months to get off the ground, only
five were needed. And of the $10 million
allotted for the transition, only about
$920,000 will be spent, said department
spokeswoman Colleen O'Connor.
HEW,stripped of many of its education missions and several thousand
employees, was transformed into the
Department of Health and Human Services.
The Education Department, which
draws together 150 separate agencies,
has about 6,000 employees. Within the
next 30 months, 11,000 more will be add-

ed as the Overseas Dependent Schools
program, run largely for military
families, is added.
Its budget for the first year is $14
billion. HH.S. which keeps 144,000

employees, is seeking $226 billion in
spending for the coming fiscal year.
The new education secretary is
former federal judge Shirley M.
Hufstedler.

Bank Reduces Prime Lending
Rate Full Percentage Point
NEW YORK (AP) -- Morgan
Guaranty Trust, the nation's fifth
largest bank, reduced its prime lending
rate a full percentage point to 1712 percent today while others lowered their
rates to 18 percent.
The moves from the previous 18'2
percent level reflect lower short-term
interest rates in money markets, making it less expensive for banks to raise
money for lending.
Costs of borrowing and demand for
loans are the two major factors which
banks consider in setting their lending
rates. Both have been declining recently.
Chase Manhattan Bank, the nation's
third largest, and No. 24 Harris Trust &
Savings of Chicago, both reduced their

rates to 18 percent.today.
The nation's major banks only last
week cut their prime rates to 1812 percent from 19 percent.
The prime rate is the rate banks
charge their best corporate customers
and many businesses must pay a point
or two above prime for their loans.
While it does not directly affect consumer loans, the prime is a widely watched indicator of general interest rate
trends.

he will turn the remains over to the International Red Cross for transfer to
the families in the United States.
An earlier Tehran Radio broadcast
said Capudji would deliver the bodies to
the Vatican. There was no explanation
for the change in plans. However,
Capudji, who spent three years in an
Israeli jail for running guns to the
Palestinians, has not been authorized to
act for the Vatican.
Capudji expressed gratitude to
Ayatollah
leader
revolutionary
Ruhollah Khomeini for Iran's
"humanitarianism" in handing over
the bodies, according to a Londonmonitored broadcast. "The return of
the bodies is a symbol of the sublime
spirit of Islam devoid of the slightest
political motivation," he was quoted as
saying at a meeting with Khomeini today.
The Americans were killed April 25
when a helicopter and transport plane
involved in the mission collided on the
ground 200 miles east of Tehran.
The next day the militants holding 50
of the hostages at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran since Nov. 4 announced they
were transferring some of the captives
to other cities to foil any other rescue
operation that might follow.
In the following week, the militants

said they had moved groups of their
captives to eight cities, and they added
Arak and Mahallat, about 155 miles
southwest of Tehran,to the list.
However, they said some of the
hostages were still held at the embassy,
and the Foreign Ministry is still holding
three embassy officials who were there
when the militants seized the embassy.
Iranian President Abolhassan BaniSadr met Sunday with Cuban Foreign
Minister lsidor Malrnierca Peoli,
presumably to discuss the international
conference Bani-Sadr wants to hold in
Tehran May 10-12 to condemn the U.S.
rescue operation.
Tehran Radio said Malmierca on his
arrival Saturday said Cuban President
Fidel Castro, as president of the nonaligned movement, agrees to the
meeting and is confident the nonaligned
countries will vote complete support for
Iran. But Tehran Radio's report of his
meeting with Bani-Sadr made no mention of the anti-American meeting. Instead it said they discuss the Soviet
military intervention in Afghanistan.
Tehran Radio also reported the er- val of a delegation of Libyan oil exn
perts today to discuss production and
pricing with Iranian Oil Minister Ali
Akbar Moinfar. Moinfar claims Iran is
still exporting 1.3 million barrels daily.

Tucker Vs. Homestead Co.
Case Settled Out Of Court
The case of John Tucker vs.
Homestead Distributing Co. and others,
which was set for trial this morning in
Calloway County Circuit Court, has
been settled out of court according to
Tucker's attorney, Max W. Parker
Tucker is a Calloway County farmer
who lost his right arm in a grain auger
accident on Oct. 7, 1976. He alleged in
the lawsuit that Superior Equipment
Co., manufacturer of the grain auger,
and G & G Manufacturing Co.,
manufacturer of the power take-off

Scout Troops To Hold
Old Newspaper Drive
Saturday, May 10
Boy Scout Troops 13, 45 and 77 will
hold their semi-annual old newspaper
drive on Saturday, May 10.
The newspaper drive is both a fundraising and conservation activity for
the troops, according to Senior Patrol
Leader Troop 77 Brent Clark.
Clark, said, "Conservation plays a
big role in the Scouting program and is
a vital part of the Outdoor Code, which
is the Scouting attitude toward Tiature
and the out-of-doors. The collection of
papers helps the Scouts and public to be
more aware of saving our nation's
natural resources."
Persons who have papers should call
753-3824 and give their name, address
and location of the papers. Only
newspapers can be collected, no
magazines or booklets.

shaft, were negligent in failing to provide adequate safety shields on both the
auger and the power take-off unit.
Tucker also alleged that Homestead
Distributing Co. of Union City, Tenn.,
was negligent in the final assembly of
the unit by, using a bolt to hold the
power take-off shaft onto the auger instead of an Allen screw. According to
Tucker, the bolt that was sticking out
caught his coveralls pulling him into
the unit and severing his arm.
In addition, Tucker alleged that Billy
Siebert, contractor who furnished the
unit to the farmer from whom Tucker
leased it, was negligent in not inspecting the unit prior to its use by
Tucker.
The amount of the setttlement was
not disclosed.

Circuit Court Grand
Jury Seated; Will
Return On Thursday
Twelve members of Lie grand jury
were seated this morning to consider
evidence during the May term of
Calloway County Circuit Court.
The grand jury is expected to return a
list of indictments and a report on the
condition of the county buildings
Thursday morning.
Trials for several cases continued
from the last grand jury session are set
for the first week of June, according to
Ron
Commonwealth's Attorney
Christopher.

A spokesman for Chase Manhattan,
George Jurkowich, said the bank's
latest reduction in the prime rate continued to reflect declines in short.term
interest rates which reduced the cost of
acquiring money for loans.

Grocery Bills Up Percentage Point
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Grocery bills went up by a full
percentage point during April, according to an Associated Press survey
which shows the increases spread
across almost all the shelves in the
supermarket.
More than half of the items checked
rose last month in at least four of the 13
cities surveyed by the AP. Less than a
third of the items-declined in four cities
or more.
The AP drew up a random list of commonly purchased food and non-food
products and checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973. Prices have been
rechecked on or about the start of each
succeeding month.
The latest survey showed that the
rketbasket total went up during

April at the checklist store in eight
eities and decreased in five cities.
Overall, the marketbasket totals were
an average of 1 percent higher at the
start of May than they were a month
earlier.
In March, in contrast, the marketbasket declined at the checklist store in
eight cities and rose in five,.leaving the
average bill unchanged, according to
the AP survey.
Although the April increases were
widespread, they hit hardest at nonfoods. The non-foods represented 23
percent of the items checked, but accounted for 30 percent of the increases.
Fabric softener went IT at the checklist
store in nine cities — rare than any
other item. Pork chops, paper towels,
butter, eggs, detergent, milk and sugar
also increased at the checklist store in
at least four cities.
The good news last month came t

the meat counter. The price of a pound
of chopped chuck went down at the AP
checklist store in eight cities. Beef production is still lower than it was a year
ago, but output during the rest of 1980 is
expected to be close to 1979 levels.
Prices for pork chops and eggs — two
alternatives to beef as a source of protein — have gone down over the past
year because of abundant supplies, but
the April picture was mixed. The AP
survey showed pork chops went up in
six cities and down in four; eggs %fent
up in six cities and down in six. The only
iterp besides chopped chuck, pork
chops and eggs to decline in at least
four cities was frankfurters, down last
month at the checklist store in five
cities.
The AP did not try to weight the
survey results according to population
density or in terms of what percent of a

family's actual grocery outlay each
item represents. The AP did not try to
compare actual prices from city to city.
The only comparisons were made in
terms of percentages of increase or
decrease.
The items on the AP checklist were:
chopped chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate,coffee,
paper towels, btitter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut butter,
laundry detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar. A 15th item,
chocolate chip cookies, was dropped
from the list after the manufacturer
discontinued the package size used in
the survey. The cities checked were:
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Miami, New York, Philadelphia, Providence, B I., Salt Lake City and Seattle.

AWARD WINNER — Robin Parrish (left), a Murray State University junior,
has won the outstanding summer youth program award forithe 89-county
CITA balance-of-state area in Kentucky. A native of Memphis, Parrish was
selected from over 6,000 participants in the state's summer youth
program, funded by CETA. She received the award because of her work
with handicapped children in the learn-to-swim program sponsored by the
Calloway County Red Cross. A youth participant, supervisor and project
were chosen by each CETA prime sponsor across the nation to receive an
award for the special contributions to the sucess to the summer youth employment efforts. Parrish was presented a plaque and a $500 savings bond
from Carol Williams, summer youth program co-ordinator in the Mayfield
office.
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Happenings In The Community

Monday, May 5
Poplar Spring BYW will
meet at the home of Carla
Taylor at 7 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Singles Unlimited will meet
in the parking lot of the First
United Methodist Church at
5730 p.m to go by bus to The
Old Oak Tree Restaurant at
Buchanan Resort for dinner.
Spring Music Program by
Murray _ Elementary School
studenks, directed by Joan
Bowker, will be at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is
50 cents for adults and 25 cents
for children.

Monday, May 5
Meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club has been
changed from tonight to Tuesday, May 13.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at 7 p.m at the
Douglas Community Center.
Tuesday, May 6
Special Senior Citizens program by the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
be on May 27 instead of tonight
as announced in the newsletter. Note change of date
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Murray Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at the Ellis Center with
lunch at 12 noon, Jug Band
practice at 12:30 p.m. and
Rhythm Band at 1:30 p.m.

Special meeting of the
membership of the Oaks Country Club will be held at 8 p.m.
at the Oaks club room.

Meals for Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center. Table games
will be played from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Allen McCoy at 7 p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
MoelOmith at 7:15 p.m.

Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.

Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 6
p.m. to go to Mid-Continent Bible College, Mayfield, for a
- - - campus tour.
Northside Baptist Church
Women will meet with Ann
Salmon at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Waterfield
Hours for
Library at Murray State
University will be from 8 a.m.
to midnight.

Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house. Dr. Yushin
Yoo will be speaker.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a
Chinese Auction and potluck
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.

Tuesday,Slay
Tuesday , May 6
Hours for
Waterfield
First United Methodist
State
Library, Murray
10
at
meet
Church Women will
will be from 8 a.m.
University,
a.m. at the church with exto midnight.
ecutive board to meet at 9
a.m. and coffee to be served at
Wednesday, May 7
9.30 a.m.
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
Women's Guild of St. Leo's meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Catholic Church will meet at 1
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Women of the Murray Country Club will play golf at 9 a.m.
Gladys Williamson Group of with Molly Booth as hostess.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of BobWaterfield
Hours for
by Starks at 730 p.m. with Library at Murray State
Teresa Williams as hostess
University will be 8 a.m. to
midnight.
WMU
Church
First Baptist
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Hazel Senior Citizens will
church chapel.
have activities from 10 a.m. to
the Hazel Center with
Groups of First Baptist 2 p.m. at
at 11:45 a.m.
served
lunch
as
meet
will
Church Women
follows: Dorothy with Mrs. H.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
L. Oakley at 10:30 a.m., and
will meet at 1 p.m. at St.
Bea Walker with Mrs. Ralph
John's Episcopal Church,
Darnell at 7:30 p.m.
Murray.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet a 2
p.m. at the church library
with Sara Van Meter, Edna
Miller, and Mabelle Farmer
as hostesses, Mary Pak8 to give the program, and Lora
Arnold to give the devotion.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have activities at the
club with Burlene Brewer as
golf hostess and Kathryn
Outland as bridge hostess.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly 1 Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

THE ACES®

5) Install a peephole — a
fisheye, for added peripheral
vISIOR.
6) Review the different
types of locks available a
mortise, usually provided by
the landlord, a chain lock,
only meant for checking who
is at the door, a drop bolt,
used commonly as as second
lock
These tips on keys are also
offered.
1 Don't keep, your keys
with your wallet — if they're
lost or stolen, you can lead a
their right to your door
21 Have keys stamped "Do
Not Duplicate."

1
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The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Janet
Goss,daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Norbert L. Goss of Louisville,
to Jim Bravard, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. James Bravard of
Hopkinsville, has been announced.
Miss Goss will receive her Bachelor of Science degree in
art this month at Murray State University.
Mr. Bravard, a graduate of Murray State University, is
employed at the Henderson-Morefield Lumber Company at
Hopkinsville.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 12, at 2
p.m. at the Church of Epiphany, Louisville.

Visored Caps
with Popular Emblems

One
,'eat to wear for sport or work Asst Colors Size
Fits
r,c1 front emblems Some with mesh backs.
All

they will become one of your
The last of the "Easy-to,
favorites.
grew" plants are the lobelia
Everybody is out in the
and the pinks. Lobelia is not a
yards cleaning, raking and
well known plant, it is an old
these
enjoying
simply
one however. It lifts its purple
delightful spring days. All my'
spikes up fifteen inches and is
indoor pots went outdoors this
lovely planted with pale
week and I will hope they
yellow flowers, or pink such
won't be caught by one of
as larkspur. They love a
those late frosts. But I decidshady moist soil, so anyone
ed to take a chance. Indoor
who has a shady yard should
plants need fresh air and a litfind they do well. I like to mix
tle filtered sunlight. It is a
some of the old-fashioned
good idea to keep them well
plants with the newer ones. It
watered for a few days. They
creates an interesting garden
will need help in getting acand for many' of us brings a
cu.stomed to the outside.
little nostalgia with them.
Isn't it wonderful to see the
I find that the newer
trees getting green! The
varieties, especially' the
Dogwood opening and the
hybridized ones, are often
Redbud showing color. I pickmore subject to disease than
ed my last daffodils this
the old ones, in spite of efforts
week, but there are so many
to change that.
other things coming in to take
The other plant is the
their place. Folks in Florida
Dinky, or Dianthus. They are
don't know what they miss by
small but usually are covered
not seeing the arrival of sprwith blossoms over a long
ing. There is a thrill that
period of time, They have the
never gets old. I am just as
happy faculty of reseeding
excited each year as I was
themselves. A porch box fillmany years ago. It is always
ed with these lightly scented
new and as I go out to explants will come up year after
amine each plant. I feel that a
year and be just as pretty. All
miracle has taken place —
that is needed after a few
And so it has.
years is a little fertilizer addGo to your Garden Center
ed to keep the soil nutritious.
this week and lay in a supply
I don't know who picks out
of annuals. Even if you have a
such lists, for I would have
very small yard, there are so
left some of these out and put
many pretty and colorful
others in. But they' were not
plants that fill that empty
chosen for popularity, but for
corner. Enter into the excitehardiness. You might try
ment of Spring.
some of these and find that
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Bel-Air Center
Includes All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
Kids' Menu Items. only 99t

Many fun to wear
styles in nylon knit
Wild assortment of
bold bright colors

16 Ounce Size
Big clear glass Tumblers w
4 different -Ziggy- cartoons
in dishwasher safe.
bright colors

Girl Sizes 7-14 $262
Sale Price
Girls Sizes 4-6X
$192
Sale Price

3 different fashion tops
machine washable
permanent press
-4 .100% Spun Poly

Ladies'
2-Piece

Just In Time For Mother's Day

One Rack'/2

Price
Southside Shopping Center

I.
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All Metal

shorts ore
boy leg style
in colors to
match the
distinctive
tops with
shoulder
ties. In a
super choice of
spring colors.

Short
Sets

Sizes
S-M-L

Lawn
Chair
Weather Proof
Strong
Durable

Tubular frame is
1-1 8 inch diameter 17
gauge steel. Green
seat and back is 20-gauge.
Ready for you
to assemble. Sale Price
E
Easy
too.,
-1

Little Boys'

Short Sets
b,19-Iron Fabrics
Tank tops and Jogger
Shorts in No-lron
Fabrics, Terrific
Designs in summery colors.
Sizes 4-5-6-7

9495
Closeout

$222

Of Ladies

Sole Price

se
ab
C ra

Colgate Toothpaste
7

Or. Size

89.

A-32/36
B-32/38
C-34/38
Large Selection
of discontinued
styles, white and
pastel colors

Jelley Sand

$1100

950
Sale

Sandals for all your
sporty outings.
Colored Plastic
in a Huge Variety
.of translusent
colors.
Infants 5-12
Girls 12-3
Ladies 5-10 .

Sale Price

19995

Comm by Pioneer

SIRLOINUD
Our quality will keep you condo' back

•

Swimsuits

Glasses

Clothes Closet
Anniversary
This Week

•

Girls' 1 and 2 Piece

251h

Ladles, Girls, Infants'

•
•
•

Swimwear
1 and 2 Pc, Styles
Swim dresses. multi.
way bra tops. bikini.
Lycra spandex and nylon
fabrics in a variety of
fashion colors.
Sizes 30-38

is celebrating their

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ladies' In-Fashion

Our
Reg
$2.99

-
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The

Goss-Bravard Vows
Planned On July .12

Mm's Adlustable

.: ..:

Down the
,... ,kc

4Q 7
•72
•QJ654
4K Q 8 3

In today's innocent-looking game, declarer looked
EAST
WEST
for a quick reward when he •J 102
•9 8 5 4
played his longest suit.
•6 4 3
V K J 10 9 8
•10 9 7 3
Unfortunately, the way he •A 2,
•7 5
A 62
played it did him no service
and he was forced to pay the
SOUTH
#A K 63
maximum price.
•A Q 5
South's double in the pass•K 8
out seat was the best bid
J 109 4
•
available to him. A reopening bid of one no trump in
Vulnerable North-South
this position does not
Dealer West The bidding
no
opening
an
promise
trump bid. The reopening
South
West North East
Dbi
Pass
range is considerably less
Pass
1•
•
Pass 2 NT
2
Pass
(about 9-13) since the only
pass
All
NT
3
Pass
other option is a meek pass
if there is no adequate suit
to bid.
Opening lead Heart jack
South was happy about
the heart lead into his A-Q.
wins. But instead of continuHe knew he had scored a
ing that suit, declarer now
heart trick he would othermakes a quick shift to clubs.
wise never gt, Too happy to
Three sure club tricks are
think for lot g, declarer's
available when West's ace is
as to mash
next move
dislodged and declarer has
g
diamonds
ki
of
down the
his nine tricks before his ace
- why not establish dummy's
hearts is gone.
of
longest suit?
West won the diamond
Bid with Corn
ace and continued hearts
and it was time to suffer the
5-5-B
punishment. Diamonds South holds
failed to break 3-3 and
declarer could no longer
•J TO 2
make his game.
K J 10 9 8
There are several points
•A 2
worthy of note in today's
•A 6 2
play. First, declarer was not
about
thought
he
as
lucky
as
North South
2•
1•
the lead into his A-Q of
NT
2
other
hearts. Against any
lead, declarer would have
had time to establish both
minor suits.
ANSWER: Three spades.
Second, it was right to
Forcing to game, shows spade
play the diamonds first, but, support and leaves a choice
since West's opening bid had
between spades and no trump.
marked the ace, it was fool--ish to play the king first.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225
South should lead a low
with selraddressed stamped envelop,
diamond to dummy at trick
for reply
two. When West properly
plays low, dummy's queen

police department to see if
they offer tree at-home
security checks
21 Make sure your outside
door is strong — either
hollow metal or solid wood in
a steel frame. If not, you can
straighten it by using a 1"
thick sheet of plywood cut to
the size of the door and
bolted to its back. Be. sure
hinges are on the inside.
3) Have a pick-resistant
lock put on your door. Be
sure an expert-does the installation. A small mistake,
such as using the wrong size
drill bit, could negate the
security of the lock.
4) Put security plates on
the outside of your door to
cover lock cylinders so they
can't be removed from the
outside

The general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club has been
changed from tonight I Monday),May 5, to Tuesday, May 1.'
at the club house, according to Cecilia Brock,first vice president of the club.
Special guest speaker at the meeting at 7:30 p.m. will be
Judy Wynn of Marion, second vice president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
A memorial service will be held at 6:45 p.m. prior to the
general mcetirii

5-5-A

NORTH

,"Service without reward
is punishment." -- George
Herbert.

One billion dollars worth of
goods are stolen from two
million homes each year ...
usually while occupants are
away The New York City
Police Department's Crime
Section
Prevention
recommends a burglar-proof
set of locks to secure your
home against thievery
'With breaking and entering the biggest crime in
the natron, it's worth your
this
to follow
while
precautionary checklist
11 Check with your local

Woman's Club To
Meet On May 13

IRA G CORN, JR

Murtuy
,
Ledges it I'm**
cp

Burglar-Proof Hints Are
Listed, Safeguard Home

-

3-Way Stereo System
with 2-Way Speakers
Just sit bock and listen. Fine
quality stereo with belt driven record
c anger and 8-troc recorder/playback deck.
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Many Changes Made In Are
Do "Special" Labels
Disguise the Truth?

f2
ss Janet
iuisville,
avard of
agree in
n.sity, is
vany at
Is.HOMEMAKERS WEEK — Calloway County judge
-Executive Robert 0. Miller signs A
proclamation declaring the week of May 4-10 as
National Extenstion Homemakers
Week in Calloway County. Shown with Miller
are Maxine Scott, left, secretarytreasurer, and Judy Stahler, president. The week
is being celebrated by 32,000 Kentucky Homemakers.

y 12, at 2
• ..____..
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Homemaker.. Plan—
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Special Events Here For
Celebration Of The Week
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By Estelle Spicelasd
April 14, 1916
In checking through my old
1967 scrapbook, I found a clipBy'Abigail Van Buren
ping dated April 1, 1967, of the
'30 Years Ago This Week column from The Ledger &Times
which reads:
The April issue of the
American Mercury, a
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for Mr Anderson who objected to
magazine of national circulathe misuse of the words "exceptional" and "special" when
tion, published in New York
referring to Mongoloid, or as you corrected, "Down's
City, contains an article writSyndrome" children.
ten by "Chatterbox" for the
Why is it that standard dictionary meanings and words
Ledger & Times. "Chatterseem to no longer suffice in today's society? Just what
box" is Mrs. L. L. Spiceland of
metamorphosis is supposed to occur when Negroes are
New Concord, the former
called "blacks" and homosexuals are called "gays"? Neither
word is very descriptive of its respective group. When
Estelle Lovins.
schools/media now insist on calling a retarded child an
Living in sight of the empty
"underachiever," is that supposed to suddenly make him
New Concord School building
more intelligent? Or just more content with his lot? Or are
with its many memories has
we doing it to comfort the "poor parent"?
been restorative to me in my
Abby, one cannot disguise or c:)ange the truth by giving it
lonely and shut-in days.
a different label.
Once long ago, a reunion
I'm signing my name, but if you print this, sign it .
was planned for all former
DISGUSTED IN BEAUFORT, S.C.
Concord students and
iEAR DISGUSTED: Of all the letters I
received in'''
.
teachers. As always, Conresponse to Mr. Anderson's (and there were
huncorders came from far and
dreds), yours was the only one that said hooray
for
him. Read on for an especially poignant response:
near, but the program did not
permit the happy renewing of
DEAR ABBY: This is prompted by the
asinine letter
old acquaintances or sharing
written by William G. Anderson Jr. Twenty
years ago when
recollections.
my special child was born, a friend sent me
a poem that I
would like to share with other mothers of
That was the chance of a
special children.
I am proud to be one of those chosen few
lifetime lost. The ranks of Contrusted to care for
one of these children.
corders have thinned now. But
MARILYN NEWTON, TUCSON, ARIZ.
all over the country there are
those who remember. Their
Heaven's Very Special Child
memories could fill a book.
I wonder how many still live
A meeting was held quite far from earth
"It's time again for another birth,"
who filed by the casket of Carl
Said the Angels to the Lord above,
Weaks in the upstairs apart"This special child will need much love."
ment above the Weaks'
Grocery which is now Belsor'‹
His progress may seem very slow
Accomplishments he may not show
And he'll require extra care
From the folks he meets way down
there.
He may not run or laugh or play
His thoughts may seem quite far away
In many ways he won't adapt
And he'll be known as handicapped.
So let's be careful where he's sent
We want his life to be content
Please, Lordt.find the parents who
Will do a special job for You.
They will not realize right away
The leading role they're asked to play
But with this child sent from above.
Comes stronger faith and richer love.

Homemakers in Calloway
County will join 32,000 Kentucky
homemakers in
observing National Extension
Homemakers Week May 4-10,
according to Mrs. Jean Cloar,
county extension agent for
home economics.
She said more than 600,000
homemakers nationally will
be marking the week with
special programs, open
houses and membership
drives.
Calloway County plans an

Outdoor Cookery Training the First United Methodist
School. Linda Reese, state Church. Tickets may be purhome furnishings specialist, chased from the extension ofwill present a program on fice at 209 Maple St. prior to
matting and framing pictures Thursday, May 8.
at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday, May
Calloway County has 20
7, at the West Kentucky Homemakers clubs with
270
Livestock and Exposition
members. The Homemakers
Center on College Farm Road. association offers programs
The public is invited to attend.
on energy, money and time
•
management; family foods
The Homemakers Tasting
and nutrition; housing and
Luncheon will be held
home furnishings; textiles and
Thursday, May 8,from 11 a.m.
clothing; health and safety;
to 1:30 p.m. in the social hall of
family life; cultural arts; international understanding and
community issues and concerns.
We are pleased to anHomemakers also may
nounce that Regina Cundevelcp leadership potential
ningham, bride-elect of
by serving as project leaders,
David Williams has selecbeing club program leaders
ted
her crystal 8.
and serving on club commitstainless from our comtees and as club officers, said
And soon they'll know the privilege given
plete bridal registry.
Mrs. Cloar.
In caring for this gift from heaven
Regina and David will
The
association
Their
encourages
precious charge, so meek and mild
be married June 21,
Is heaven's very special child.
community
involvement
1980.
through public service and
(Author Unknown)
participation in citizenship
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
programs.
The Kentucky Extension congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaHomemakers Association is tions and how to write an interesting letter are
sponsored by the University of included in Abby's booklet, "How To Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
Kentucky
College of cents), self-addre
ssed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Agriculture's Cooperative Ex- Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
tension Service.
90212.

Concord Grocery across from
Belson's Garage, formerly
McClure's Garage.
There is not much left of
days that used to be
The lake, the university, and
industry brought changes.
On Easter Sunday churches
had many visitors.
The Rev. Stephen Cobb, interim pastor at New Mt
Carmel Baptist Church, knew
not that in his audience sat
New
Yorkers, Richard
Holzschuh of Fisher-Price
Plant and his entire family.
We welcome newcomers
who can hold high the torches
our failing hands are dropping
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks, retired
Fort Worth teacher, visited
her brother, Clyde Spiceland,
and other relatives recently
prior to taking a vacation with
her son, Dr. Don Kirks, to

those searching for joys
could furnish.
The oldest of the late Will
Patterson's children, Garlic.
86, is flying home to Calloway
from Texas
I think of all the once active
people who are now in nursing
homes, and I sympathize
though am grateful for kind
nurses
We are grateful to Don
Stewart for mowing Concord
Cemetery, and all who keep
cemeteries beautiful
"Should you go first and I
remain to walk the road alone,
I'll live in memory's garden
dear with days that we have
know."
Let's not let briars and
weeds overrun their resting
places.

Kappas To
Hold Meet
& Auction

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon's hillside home on the late
Kelley Smith place here provides for passersby a Smoky
A "Chinese Auction and
Mountain like view with its Potluck Dinner' is thc
water-Tall and forsythia.
scheduled program at the
After being hospitalized, meeting on Tuesday, May 6, at
there is nothing so restorative 6:30 p.m. for the Kappa
and tranquilizing as home Department of the Murray
scenes.
Woman's Club at the club
I visualize Otis Lovins' house.
'hilltop view across the old
Hostesses will be Mrs. Joe
home valley covered now by a Pat Cohoon, Mrs. Richard
lake.
Butwell, Mrs, Jon Pickens.
I see boats and campers Mrs. Clayton Adams, and
passing daily now, and pl'.%
r Ste% c- West. .•

Mother's Day Special
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Dr. Yoo To
Speak At
Delta Meet

Cancer questions
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
can t be blamed for fingernail
problems You might review
your diet and make sure
you re getung enough calcium iron arid protein If you're
using fingernail polish and
polish remover, stop it for a
while and see if your nails
improve

)

Nutrition Program Menus
Are Listed For The Week

Dr. Bulle
To Speak
At Meet

For Recapturing Those

Beautiful Memories...

A rtcraft Photography

Portraits, Weddings. Frames
One Day Processing
1 1 8 So 12th

3-0035

milk,coffee, tea.
Thursday —italian meat
balls, pasta shells, broccoli
and cheese casserole, tomato
sauce, tossed salad with thousand Island dressing, garlic
bread, butter, applesauce
cake, pears, milk, tomato
Juice, coffee, tea.
Friday—pimento cheese
sandwich, sliced beets, green
beans, butter, sliced peaches,
milk,coffee, tea.

HOSPITAL NEWS
4-30-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Walston, baby girl, (Cytennia), Box 2, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Carl 0. Riggs, 1400 Hughes,
Murray; Melissa Miller, Rt. 5,
Box 431, Murray; Mrs. Sandra
Lane, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs.
Morelle Henry, Rt. 4, Box 107,
Murray; Mrs. Donna F.
Wheatley, Rt. 3, Box 1019,
Murray.
Mrs. S. Marlon Waldrop, Rt.
1, Sedalia; La Jean Wiggins,
Marby Manor, Apt. 1, Rt. 3,
Morehead; Harold W. Gay,
Hazel; Shelby G. Potts, Rt. 1.,
Kirksey; Mrs. Bobbie West,
Rt. 1, Hazel.
Mrs. Irene Collie, .1014
Payne, Murray; Mrs. Mary E.
Arnold, 218 South llth Street,
Murray; Thomas W. Harris,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Reginald Butterworth, 304
North Fifth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Elsie F. Hendon (expired), Rt. 4, Box 555, Murray.

EDUCATORS AND ADMINISTRATORS
Keep your present position and complete your
Ed. D., Ed.S., M.Ed.
4
in the

Department of Educational Leadership
Peabody College for Teachers]
Vanderbilt University
Join other degree seeking educators attending Friday evening and
Saturday classes in Nashville. Program features include:

•Ed.D., U.S., and M.Ed., degrees la:
School Administration
Policy Specialists
Higher Education Administration
Program and Staff Development
General Administrative leadership
Curriculum and Instruction

'Quality instruction and advising
*Caring support for adult learners
*Five years experience with adults in weekend programs
•Professional degrees from tise south's quality school of
education and human development
Coll or Writ.:
1-800-251-2609
Department of Eduscatienal Leadership
Box 514, Peabody Station
Peabody College/V.484,411i University
Nashville, TN 37203
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What could be more
or fashionable
for Mother? Summer,
dresses in a variety
of fabrics and colors
all smaitly styles

,(......

fitting

:
•r /yr
HA VERSTOCK GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Van
Haverstock, 1106 Poplar
Street, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Alaina
Leigh, weighing eight pounds,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Sunday, April 6, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The mother, the former
Gaye Miller, is on leave from
The Place. The father is a
partner of the Holton-Melugin
Insurance Agency.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Haverstock and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe (Tip) Miller, all
of Murray. A great grandmother is Mrs. Eunice Miller
of Murray.

Guild Meet
Is Tuesday
At Church
The Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
meet Tuesday, May 6, at 1
p.m. in Gleason Hall. An election of officers is on the agenda with Marge Garland as
chairman of the nominating
committee.
A "Tour Through Ireland''
and a history of the "Our Lady
of Knock" shrine which
celebrated is centennial last
year will be the program with
Claire Resig and Mary Gertzen as co-chairmen.
Hostesses will be Sandra
Tidwell, Margaret Hicks, and
Florence Schlueter.

Orr, and Madelyn Lamb; Tee
4—Cathryn Garrott, Edith
Garrison, Anna Mary: Adams,
and Nancy Haverstock; Tee
7—B. Stacy, Juliet Wallis,
Rubye Pool, and Mary
Bazzell.
9:15 am.—Tee 1—Carol
Hibbard, Evelyn Jones,
Dorothy Fike, and Toni Hopson; Tee 4—Nancy Fandrich,
Euldene Robinson, Rowena
Cullom, and Lou Doran; Tee
7—S. McNeely, D. Overby,
and Nancy Orr.
9:30 am.—Tee 1—Mary
Bogard, Sandy Coleman,
Euvie Michell, and D.
Villanova; Tee 4—Norma
Frank, Chris Graham, Louise
Lamb, and Lois Keller; Tee
7—Billie Carroll, Peggy
Shoemaker, Molly Booth, and
Billie Cohoon.
9:45 am.—Tee 1—Jerlene
Sullivan, Venela Sexton,
Margaret Shuffett, and Sue
Costello; Tee 4—Betty Lowry,
Phyllis Kain, Faira Alexander, and
Elizabeth
Slusmeyer.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup may come out to play
and be paired at the tee. Any
person who is listed in the
lineup who cannot play should
call some one in her group or
Molly Booth, hostess.
41.
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Aleepwear•••
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Give something extra special
.
select her favorite....
long styles - easy care fabrics
Waltz and full length.

.q.

$8.
Reg. 8.99

Reg. 7.99

„
..

bials?

Gifty Ways
to Mom's Heart
Movie Star

...-.,

LACY SLIPS
Choose from full & half
styles ... all lengths
Carefree Nylon'
/ .....

20s

-..,.....„,

OFF

)(

.' ..Y

Special Purchase

Tops
For Her-

RP

By
Capermate
Great Fashions
for Summer,
Polyester for
Easy Care .. .
V-Neck—Crew
Neck & more

REG.
8.99

..,-,
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Murray Gymnastic
Center
Highway 641 North
753-0129
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GYMNASTIC CLASSES
'Uneven Parallel Bars •
- •
'Balance Beam
s, s
,•p•
•
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'Vaulting
4
"Floor Exercise
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Show Mom You Care
Gift -Specials

Summer Session
June 9-Aug. 1
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What kind of day will
A friend could overstay
tomorrow be? To find out what welcome.
Constant
inthe stars say, read the terruptions may interfere with
forecast given for your birth household duties. Set a
Sign.
schedule and stick to it.
ARLES
SAGITTARIUS
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grel
r
INov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You're in the mood to
Be a bit skeptical about
socialize and consequently business deals that seem to
could have difficulty com- promise
something
for
pleting work assignments. nothing. You could be getting
Avoid escapist tendencies.
into more than you bargained,
TAURUS
for.
(Apr. 20 to May 201
CAPRICORN
Your mind's on business and Wee. 22 to-Jan. 19) Vi
a social occasion could be
Check the legalities re
marred if you talk shop. financial propositions. A trip
Mixing business with pleasure may strain your budget.
could prove disappointing.
Double check costs. Don't be
GEMINI
ee491: careless with valuables.
( May 2110 June 20)
AQUARIUS
oftllow
A family hassle could arise (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
concerning
out-of-town
You're in an amorous mood,
visitors. A home obligation but a too-persistent course
could interfere with travel could drive those away whom
plans.
you wish to attract. Friends
CANCER
are non-committal.
(June 21. to July 22) GO PISCES
Don't be hasty about signing (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
agreements, esp
where
Don't be aloof when others
finances are involved. A close are trying to reach you.
ally may be reluctant to go Retreating into your own
along with yonr plan.
private dream world is not the
LEO
way to handle issues now.
i July 23 to Aug. 2214c-M
YOU BORN TODAY are
Don't push your luck. A community-minded and work
friend's patience will be well with groups. You'll have
strained if you're ex- success with businesses allied
travagant. Romance seems to the arts. Your best work
confusing in the p.m.
comes when inspired. Trust
VIRGO
your intuition, and you'll
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
make an original contribution
A work assignment may be to your field. Interior design,
more difficult or time con- writing, music, painting,
suming than anticipated. The acting and teaching are some
p.m. brings a wish to unwind, of the areas in which you'll
but watch self-indulgence.
find happiness. Harmony is
LIBRA
important to you in your work
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
environment. You need to feel
Not a time for gambling. appreciated and do not take
Escapist tendencies prevail kindly to criticism. In
and you could shirk respon- business, you have a way with
sibilities. Don't be foolish in money. Birthdate of: Orson
your search for fun.
Welles, actor; Sigmund
SCORPIO
F'reud, psychoanalyst; and
iOct. 23 to Nov. 21) Met' Willie Mays, baseball star.

Cl
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith of Mayfield Route 6 will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 11.
In honor of the event an open house, hosted by the children,
grandchildren, and great grandchildren, will be held at the
community building in Farmington between the hours,of 2 to
4 p.m.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were married May 10, 1930, in
Metroplis, 131., with Mrs. Lois Harrison Fullts as the attendant.
They are the parents of three children—Mrs. Barbara
Doran, Sedalia, Rex G. Smith, Farmington, and Donald F.
Smith, Mayfield Route 7. They have eight grandchildren and
two great grandchildren.

FOR TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1980
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Your Individual
Horoscope
--_ Frances Drake
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Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith

1271.4-

ENLAND
G
GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Winton
England , 423 South Second
Street, Mayfield, announce
the birth of a baby girl, Erin
Brooks, weighing seven
pounds 10kt ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on Friday,
April 11, at 5:32 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
the Old Hickory Clay Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Palmer of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Gene England of West Viola.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Palmer of
Kirksey, Mrs. Maiireen
George of Murray, Mrs. Hazel
England of Mayfield, and Mrs
0. B. Watson of Helena, Ark.
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GolfPlay Planned At
Local Club Wednesday
The women of the Murray
Country Club played golf on
Wednesday, April 30, with
Elizabeth Slusmeyer as
hostess who announced the
following flight winners:
Championship
flight—Jerlene Sullivan, winner, Betty Jo Purdom, runnerup; first flight—Tony Hopson, winner, Sue Costello, runnerup; second flight—Lou
Doran, winner, Jane Fitch,
runnerup; third flight—Billie
Cohoon, winner, Loraine Maggard, runnerup; Margaret
Shuffett,low putts overall.
Molly Booth will be hostess
for play on Wednesday, May 7.
The lineup is as follows:
9 am.—Tee 1—Betty Jo
Purdom, Frances Hulse, Inns
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Senior Citizens

COMPLETE FAMILY

The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Chit; will
meet Tuesday, May 6, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house for a
salad supper.
Dr. Yushin You will speak
on "Korean Folk Lore," according to Mrs. Edwin
Strohecker, program chairman.
Hostesses will be Miss Clara
Eagle, Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
Mrs: David Gowans, Mrs. W.
J. Gibson, Mrs. Corner
Morgan, and Mrs. Leona
Travis.
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powerful chemicals which
DEAR DR LAMB - A
will damage some women's
family member has developed
cancer of the lung She is pres- nails
If you have an adequate
ently undergoing radiation
; therapy My question is if she amount of protein in your
diet,
sufficient calories, plenty
* is cured or in permanent
remission, what are the of calcium iwhich many women
don
t get) and have an adechances of it returning to the
other lung' Also if the body quate amount of iron in your
cells replace each other regu- diet, then the diet usually
larly, why don't the cancer
cells just replace themselves
with healthy new cells'
Iritort,:v1
DEAR READER
Therr
are many different forms ot
therapy available in the mod
ern treatment of cancer
Radiation therapy is very successful in certain types of
tumors Before a decision is
made as to whether to use
surgery, radiation, chemotherapy or any combination of
these, the doctor has to know
exactly what kind of cancer is
Menus for the Nutrition Propresent It is possible to cure grain for the Elderly and
or produce a relatively permanent remission of a num- Meals on Wheels have been
ber of cancers with modern released for the week of May 5
to 9.
treatment
There are several different
Meals are served Monday
forms of lung cancer Some through Friday at 12 noon at
are more dangerous than the Douglas Center and at
others. About 80 percent of
lung cancers are associated 11:45 a.m. at the Hazel
with cigarette smoking. That Center; and on Tuesday and
automatically means that Thursday at 12 noon at the
some of them are totally unre- Ellis Community Center.
lated to smoking
4,Meals are also sent out each
To give you more informa- day.
tion about cancer. I am sendThe menus are as follows:
ing you The Health Letter
Monday—grilled beef patnumber 14-8. Cancer A Fact
of Life. Other readers who tie with mushroom gravy,
want this issue can send 75 mashed potatoes, green
cents with a long, stamped, beans, hot roll, butter, orange,
self-addressed envelope for it. milk, tomato juice, coffee, tea.
Send your request to me, in
Tuesday—oven bar-b-q
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station. chicken, whole kernel corn,
New York, NY 10019. This creamy cole slaw, hot roll,
issue will explain how cancers butter, oatmeal raisin muforiginate, their spread and the fins, apple, milk,coffee, tea.
-kind of basic information I
Wednesday—turkey and
think you're asking for.
dressing with giblet gravy,
It's true that most body
cells do replace themselves, peas, cranberry sauce, carrot
but the catch is that cancer and raisin salad, hot roll, butcells are really body cells. As ter, banana pudding, banana,
they degenerate they replace
themselves with new cancer
cells. This is really done by
doubling, which means each
single cancer cell divides in
half and forms two cells.
Those two divide in half and
form two more. So these cells
do replace themselves
through constant multiplicaThe First United Methodist
tion just like body cells do but
in an uncontrolled manner. Church Women will hear the
This uncontrolled growth is Rev. Dr. Frank Bulle,
characteristic of cancer.
superintendent of the Paris
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am District of the United
female and just turned 50. For Methodist Church, speak at
as long as I can remember I the general meeting to be held
had long, strong fingernails. Tuesday, May 6, at 10 a.m. in
/
They never broke. To keep the Hale Chapel of the church.
them trim I had to cut them.
Dr. Bulle will give a report
Now for the past six months
my nails have been peeling in of the General Conference in
layers. They also split. I'm Indianapolis, Inc., which closheartsick and I don't know ed last week after two weeks
what to do. Do I lack somein session. He will give a first
thing in my diet?
hand account of the proDEAR READER — This is ceedings, as well as answer
a fairly common complaint.
One of the most frequent questions, a spokesman said.
All ladies of the church are
causes for fingernail problems is fingernail polish. invited.
Some preparations are used to
Coffee will be served at 9:30
harden nails and they're effective for some women but for a.m. and the executive comothers they're not. Finally, the mittee will meet at 9 a.m.,
nail polish remover contains both on Tuesday.
t
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Murray State University is p
to go on the air with its new
operated radio station, WKAIS-F
May 11, according to Dr Ray Mat
chairman of the Department of
munications and general rruinag
the station.
Quentin Fanrun, student at New
cord School, was first place %min
the annual history contest conduc
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapte
the Daughters of the American Rev
ton. Second place went to Mal
Taylor, Lynn Grove, and third to S
Hamsworth, Murray High School.
Marilyn Simmons, daughter of
and Mrs. Charles ( Chuck ) Simm
was crowned as Prom Queen at
Murray High School rrom held at
Student Union Building, Murray S
University. She was crowned by
year's prom queen, Rita Ha
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
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Increases in the consumer
price index for the first three
months of 1980 have triggered
an automatic increase of 14.3
percent in Social Security benefits, beginning in July. This is
good news for the 36 million
Americans receiving Social Security checks, but bad news for
those looking at the increased
payroll taxes needed to support
the program.
The $17.6 billion in benefit
increases will bring the cost of
Social Security to about $135
billion in 1981 — a figure already anticipated in the budget
now before Congress. It is one
of the items that neither the
administration nor most members of Congress are inclined to
challenge in an effort to balance
the budget.
While the maximum monthly
benefit will rise to $653.80 with
the July increase, the average
benefit will come to about $330
— a sum that does not go far for
anyone relying entirely on Social Security for support. By
choice or by necessity, many
senior citizens are supplementing their retirement income by
working.

This has led Sen. Barry Goldwater and 19 other senators to
propose that Congress- eliminate the $5,000-a-year limit on
the amount a person retiring at
65 can earn without sacrificing
a portion of his or her Social
Security benefit. They base
their argument not only on
today's economic facts of life,
but on fairness.
Whether older persons earn
extra money or not should have
nothing to do with their Social
Security benefit, the senators
maintain. The money that
working people pay into Social
Security is theirs, and the
government's only responsibility is to pay it back.

[MARTINE

The point is well taken. Social
Security reform has been pursued mainly in hopes of curbing
the rising costs of the system.
Structural changes may yet
accomplish that. But principles
of fairness can also underlie
reform, and while the Goldwater proposal would by itself lead
to an increase of some $6.5
billion in outlays, it'is,one that
calls for serious considetion
in Congress.

Washington Today

Story Invites Cynicism
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's cover story for a born-again
political campaign invites just the kind
of political/ cynicism he once said his
presidency would cure.
There's nothing wrong with a president campaigning for re-election,
whatever the international situation.
Nor is there anything wrong with a
president not campaigning. Those are
political judgments for the presidentcandidate to make.
The problem is not in the tactics. It is
in the excuses, first for staying home,
then for deciding to take the road to
seek votes.
It always was hard to say why Carter
had to stick around the White House
and Camp David, Md., to stay on top of
the Iranian hostage situation. That's
what he claimed, while his aides
carefully cultivated the notion that they
were pressing him to campaign, but
that he would not, because the hostages
came first.
In theory, at least, the White House is
where the president is. If he can't keep
in touch with business when he's on the
road, the government has wasted a lot
of money on fancy communications
gear that goes where he goes.
The president also said that he would
not engage in "business as usual in a
partisan campaign" while 53
Americans were captive in Iran.
That was a bit thin for the fact that
Carter agreed to meet Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy in campaign debate two days
after the hostages were seized, and
pulled out weeks later, shortly before
that scheduled campaign confrontation, after his political prospects had
soared.
Furthermore, Carter has spent the
last six months doing business as it
usually is done by incumbent
presidents. He has been making maximum political use of the White House.
He worked the telephones, invited the
right Democrats in for a meal or a
briefing, and used the White House
pulpit to make his case in the primary
states through interviews, speeches
and statements.
After all, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
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-didn't coin the phrase "Rose Garden
campaign." Nor did Carter invent it
when he was complaining about the
same tactics put to use by former President Gerald R. Ford during the 1976
presidential campaign.
The strategy seem to be working for
Carter. He's 10 presidential primaries
to Kennedy's 4; he holds a commanding, 2-to-1 lead in nominating
delegates, with some promising states
just ahead.
Despite Kennedy's hairbreadth victories in Pennsylvania and Michigan,
Carter is sailing toward the renomination.
But Ronald Reagan, the likely
Republican nominee, is looking increasingly formidable. That is the most
likely explanation for Carter's decision
to break his self-imposed political captivity.
He did it with the claim that things
are getting 'getter now, that the problems are more manageable, the
responsibilities alleviated.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Recently it has come
to my attention that a benefit I always
thought would be available apparently
is not. I would like your comments.
There is no nursing facility in this
town that will accept assignments and
deal with Medicare. This is
understandable since so many restrictions and bureaucratic red tape are involved. There are several fully accredited skilled nursing facilities here.
My question is: Is it legal for
Medicare to refuse to reimburse an individual for 80 percent of the allowable
charges providing an individual entering a skilled but non-participating nursing facility which meets all other requirements? It is my understanding
that unless the nursing facility agrees
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FFA and 4-H Calf Show held the previous March was rated
as the finest show of its type in the state, according to state agriculture judges. Not to be outdone, Galen Thurman of Thurma
n's
Furniture Company staged his own private Hog Wild Sale with
a
pig in every poke squealing bargains. This was also the 1955
year
the gracious Mrs. Yandall Wrather was nominated to the post
of
assistant county agent. While on the subject of farm activities,
it
is appropriate to list James Stewart and Richard James as Hazel
FFA recipients of the State Farmer degrees in convention at
Louisville June 1-3.

Benefactions of state officials were not always on the welcom
ing
end of the stick, particularly to Calloway County environ
mentalists
who deplored state highway crewmen cutting century-old
highway
trees beautifying the countryside. Before the cry of protest
had
echoed from the press, all of the monuments of nature
had been
guillotined by the roadside butchers. In defense, engineers
contended
trees were highway hazards in days of stormy weather
but ignored
the fact other states were planting young trees along
roadsides for
beautification and shade umbrellas for weary summer
tourists, not
to mention moonlight covers for young lovers. It's a
shame!
Southern Bell Company was struck by Communications Worker
s
of America, effecting limited emergency service to Callow
ay patrons,
but the strike was lifted after a brief inconvenience.
Another corn"snnications interruption affectlinis, Cwiloway was the 57-day
long
strike of the L&N Railway, but not of sufficient duration to cause
major disruptions to Murray industries, although it was the longest
.
strike in the nation's rail history. It ended May 12., 1955.
But a stroke of good fortune was the announcement' made by
the College Church of Christ congregation that a new
$90,000
building would be constructed on North 15th Street, across
from the
university. Also the New Bethel Church held a dedication May
8,
1955, for their imposing new church facility.

-"*".

Congressional
Record

20 Years Ago
Fifty-four persons have been found
Murray who were not counted in
census. This means that 9.929 peo
unofficially are registered thus far
the 1960 census, but 71 more are need
to make the 10,000 mark for the ci
population.
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky novelist a
teacher, will be the commenceme
speaker for Murray State College
May 3. Dr. Homer W. Carpenter
Louisville will be the baccalaurea
speaker.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ali
Shoemaker Sledd,67.
Births reported at the Murra
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and M
Thomas Wayne Henson, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. John 1 -assiter, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. John L. Gordon, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Shelby Potts, a girl to Mr. an
Mrs. Claude Reed, a boy to Mr. an
Mrs. Ralph Boyd,a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Rufus Weatherford.
Sara McAvoy, Dian Taylor, Sony
Miller, Carolyn Camp, Lorett
Paschall, Pat Butterworth, Jani
Cook, Joe Pat McCallon, Joe Dunaway,
and Joe Rogers are members of the
cast of the play, The Adorable Imp,
to be presented May 6 by the senior
class of Lynn Grove High School.
Dr. H. C. Woodbridge spoke at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held April 22 at
the club house.
The
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By Joe Crump

The Story Of

To fe Continued

to participate on Medicare's terms, participating with Medicare simply
that that:individual is denied the right to
because the administration of that skilled nursing facility choose not to. If your
pay his own way then be reimbursed for
any portion on this by Medicare.
freedom of choice is therefore denied, it
I realize that certain requirements
could be because the nursing facilities
must be met in order to protect both the
in your area chose to exercise their
patient and the expenditure of funds, freedom of choice - not to participate
but I am referring here to a fully acwith Medicaje.
credited
We hav found that in many cases,
institution
offering
outstanding care and employing more
skilled nursing homes are quite quicA to
than five times the number of RNs for
throw the blame at Uncle Sam and his
patient care for state accreditation. I
bureaucratic red tape, when in fact that
am also referring to reimbursement on- facility had other possibly selfish
ly for allowable charges, not actual
reasons for not wanting to participate
charges.
with Medicare.
If I understand this regulation corWe also want to point out that even
rectly, then this is socialized medicine. though your local skilled nursing
Freedom of choice is denied, and a
facilities do not participate in
whole segment of senior citizens is beMedicare, you would be eligible for cering denied benefits available to those
tain coverage under part "B" of
who live in another geographic locaMedicare, such as doctor visits, while
in a skilled nursing facility.
tion,- Why?
At any rate, we hope that you will be
It is legal for Medicare to refuse to
reimburse an individual for 80 percent able to find a suitable skilled nursing
of the allowable charges if those facility that participates with Medicare
charges are from a non-participating somewhere in your general area. You
miglit check with your Medicare carnursing facility. It does not matter how
many nurses are on duty or how ac- rier, local Chamber of Commerce,
United Aid Information and Referral
credited the institution is. The facility
must participate with Medicare or you Service, or possibly your nearest Counare not eligible for reimbursement cil or Agency on Aging.
from Medicare.
And, yes, the Railroad Retirement
Before you. completely condemn Board does pay a Lump Sum Death
Medicare and the government, keep it Benefit that is $255 and is payable uriOer
in mind that it is possible that your fully the same circumstances as
accredited institution Which offers Security Death Benefits. There are adoutstanding care and five times the vantages and disadvantages in both
number . of RNs, may be non- Social Security and Railroad Retirement.

New officers of the Senior Citi
Club are 0. C. McLemore, Bryan toll
Mrs. Jewell Parks, and Mrs. Do
Haley. They were installed by M
Jessie Houston Roane at the meet
held at the Ellis Center.
Mrs. William Britton showed a
on "Appalachia" at the May Fellow
luncheon held' by the Church Wom
United at the First Christian Church
May 1. Mrs. Corbett Farless is pre
dent.
Silver beverage pitchers are listed
$12 each at Cherry's.

Revenue Sharing Update
To the Congress of the United States:
Excerpts
"I am transmitting to Congress today
legislation titled the -Local Government Fiscal Assistance Amendments of
1980." This legislation authorizes a fiveyear extension of the general revenue
sharing program for local government.
It amends and extends the current
authorization for the general revenue
sharing program which expires on
September 30, 1980.
"In my January budget, I indicated

Bible Thought
"But when ye pray, use not vain
repetitions, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall be heard
for their much speaksg." Matthew
6:7
Too many people spend all their
- prayer time h talking, we ought to
spend an equal amount ol time waiting on God and listening to Him.

ABOUT This PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated 'articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored arta-Won whatever that
topic might be.

that I would support a $6.9 billion extension of the General Revenue Sharing
program with full participation by the
States. Since that time, inflation has accelerated considerably and it has
become imperative that we restrain
Federal spending and balance the
Federal budget. I therefore am proposing today that the revenue sharing program be extended only for local governments.
"When the general revenue sharing
program was first enacted in
1972.. many States and localities faced
growing demands for services, which
they were unable to finance with their
tax resources...
"Today the economic situation is
quite different. Most State governments are stronger fiscally than they
were just a decade ago. State government revenues have grown sixty percent faster than the Gross National Product. Some States, as a result have accumulated substantial budget
surpluses...
"I am proposing that the States no
longer receive general revenue sharing
assistance...
"I am proposing that $500 million be
added to the local share of general
revenue sharing in each of the next two
years. This $500 million is intended to
help local governments adjust to reductions in State aid resulting from the
discontinuation of revenue sharing for
the States.
"I am proposing that local governments that receive revenue sharing aid
be audited every two years. This provision will facilitate continued improvement in local government financial
management practices..."
Jimmy Carter.
. The Whitc House, April 16, 1980
+
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT .„
President Nixon pushed through a
Revenue Sharing Bill that he signed into law on October 20. 1972. The Sharing
to be retroactive to Jan. 1, 1972. The
signing took place with great ceremony
at Independence Hall in Philadelphia.
Any program designed to share
revenues, while the Federal government faces deficit spending, is open to
question.
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Murray Route 3 is the county winner of the
tobacco land cover crop contest, sponsored by the Peoples Bank as a part of
the Calloway County Cover Crop campaign.
A bronze plaque honoring Mrs. Harry
Fenton will be placed above the door of
the Murray High School ParentTeacher Association lunchroom. The
lunchroom was established in 1942-43
during Mrs. Fenton's term as PTA
president.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. Tom
Humphreys.
Tickets for the second annual NorthSouth High School Cage Classic for
June 10 at Murray State College gym
went on sale this morning.
"Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones with a boat
on top of the car seen heading for the
lake yesterday," from the column.
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 5, the 126tit
day of 1980. There are 240 days
left it
the year.
Today's highlight in history':
On May 5, 1961, astronaut
Alan
Shepard was rocketed 115 miles into
the
atmosphere from Cape Canaver
al,
Fla., becoming the first America
n in
space.
In 1818, socialist Karl Marx was born
in Germany.
In 1821. Napoleon Bonaparte died in
exile on the island of St. Helena.
In 1955, West Germany became A
sovereign state as the terms of the
Paris agreements of 1954 went into et.
feet.
Ten years ago, President Nixal
.a
assured Congress that American troops
that had pushed into Cambodia would
be withdrawn in three to seven weeks..:
Five years ago, President Ford asked
Congress for more than $500 million to
aid the resettlement of South Vietflamer refugees in the United States.
Last year, Britain's first woman
prime minister. Margaret Thatchei,
began forming her cabinet.
Today's birthdays: Chef Jam"
Beard is 75. Outfielder Larry Hisle
the Milwaukee Brewers Is 33.
Thought for today: Dark secrets are
the ones that soonest come to light. Anonymous.
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Milk Requires Proper
Refrigeration From
Farm To Home
That cold glass of milk you
look forward to drinking could
turn out to be a sour disappointment without proper
refrigeration from farm to
home refrigerator, reminds
Edward B. Aylward, extension dairy products specialist
in the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
The specialist says with
warm weather arriving, a
check of refrigeration systems
for cooling milk is in order.
"A cooling problem may
have gone unnoticed as long as
the milkhouse was cold, but
could cause problems now,"
warns Aylward. He notes that
Milk should be cooled to less
than 40 degrees F within two
hours after milking and bulk
refrigeration should keep milk
less than 45 degrees F after
additional makings.
-It's a good idea to have the
complete milking system serviced at least once a year,"
'advises Aylward. The check
should include the operation of
the bulk plant. Installation of a
recording thermometer provides an accurate record of

Family Farms'Importance
Not Measured By The Acre

the temperature during milk
storage and 'cleaning and
sanitization, according to the
specialist.
He points out that this accurate temperature history
could be insured should a bulk
shipment turn up spoiled due
to
faulty
refrigeration
somewhere on the pickup
route.
After milk is processed, proper refrigeration is important
in keeping milk fresh tasting.
According to Aylward, a five
degree increase in milk
temperature will cut in half
the time milk can be kept
fresh.
"Milk shouldn't be left on
loading docks or stacked outside the refrigeration zone of
diary display cases," says the
specialist, noting that a thermometer is just as important
in display cases and home
refrigerators as it is on the
farm.
"Good quality milk starts at
the farm, but handling procedures must be carefully
monitored throughout
distribution to keep milk
tasting good,says Aylward.

FARM V ISTORS - Members of the afternoon kindergarten class at Southwest Elementary who
visited o dairy form include (from left, first row) Lori Raspberry, Cristy Lambert, Joy Rogers,
Mikey Woodrum. Justin Kelson, Jody Kelso, lee Ann Lovell, Jeffery Adams, Bradley White and
Julie Pritchard. (Second row) Terra Wilson, Ted leopard, Stephan Moore, Jackie Stubblefield,
Jamey Willett, Tiffany Cherry, John P. Nix. Ryker Wilson, Shayne Salmon, Timmy Sons, Eddie
Sheridan, Chad Wyatt and Kelly Oliver. (Bock row) Mr. Letterman, Mrs. Letterman, Mitzi
McKinney, Larry McKinney, Mrs. Futrell, B. Gore and Sharon Kelso.

Several People Consider
Buying Side Of Beef
The recent fall in wholesale
meat prices has prompted
many people to consider the
purchase of a beef side. An
Extension
agricultural
economist says that while
lower prices offer a break for
consumers, they also can
mean pitfalls for the unwary
buyer.
"Some beef sellers can offer
very attractive prices by adding in cheaper cuts, such as
brisket, flank and plate," A.
Lee Meyer, of the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture's Extension Service, said.
Meyer notes that the
wholesale price of these cuts is
less than 60 cents per pound.
"Examine beef very carefully
if it is priced less than $1.20 a
pound, advises the economist.
Meyer offers several points
to consider when thinking
about buying a side of beef.
First, is a whole side of beef
a good financial decision? A
U. S. Choice Grade, yield 3
carcass has about 27 percent
waste, according to Meyer

who says if you pay $1.30 per
pound for the side, you are
paying about $1.80 a pound for
edible cuts. This breaks down
to a price of about $1.50 per
pound for ground beef and
$2.90 a pound for sirloin steak.
"You may prefer to stock up
on the individual cats you
like," suggests the specialist.
Other points to consider are
cash outlay, interest and
storage costs. These extra
costs can add as much as 30
cents a pound to the initial
price, according to Meyer.
"If you decide to buy a side
of beef, consider the purchase
very carefully, advises the
specialist. Does the purchase
price include cutting, wrapping and freezing? Meyer notes
that home freezers do not have
the capacity to freeze a whale
side of beef quickly enough to
maintain its quality.
To evaluate the price of a
side of beef you are considering buying, contact your county Extension office about the
Beef B.A.S.E. ( Buying And
Selling Evaluation )program.

FEEDING CALVES - Students in the morning kindergarten class at Southwest Elementary take
turns feeding calves at the farm of Larry and Marilyn McKinney.

Moderate Price Increases
Seen For Dairy Products
Adequate quantities of milk
for dairy products at
moderate increases in prices
should be available for consumers in 1980, judging from
the latest information on the
dairy situation released by the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture.
Gary Lane, Extension dairy
specialist with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, reports that
figures just released show
milk production in the U.S. increased 2.6 percent in January
over January 1979 production.
"This production resulted

14
%
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FINANCING ONNEW CASE
AGRICUIJURAL TRACTORS
For a limited time only, we're offering a
special 14% Annual Percentage Rate
R )financing on selected Caste.agricultural tractors Purchase must be of a
new tractor, one of the models listed
below And it must be financed through J I
Case Credit Corporation

SAFETY CORNER

This is the“cheaper money" many farmers
say they're waiting for Use it now to move
ahead, in spite of the times, with a brand
new work-speeding Case tractor See or
call us now

Models 885,990. 995. 1210 and 1410 14% APR. up to 36 months
Models 2090, 2290, 2390, 2590. 4490, 4690 and 4890- 14% A.P. R. up to 48 rhonth•

offer valid

1113ril1 thfOUgil

34

Example of special 14% A.P.R.
financing on purchase of new
selected Case tractor:
Cosh once of tractor

S47 50r

Down payment cash and/of
hector-in
Amount to be'
,fenced

9.500
938000

Annual Percentage Pete

144

Nurntor of Dernertt

four

D.dales/ penode
00 corner/a
Amours 041.01,torrent
{-nonce Charge
Ole

Othenenla

Ends ort 12. 24 36
and 48 months

Special waiver of finance
charges on WI used tractors.
If you buy one of our used agnculturel tractors of any
make, and finance it through J I Case Credo? Cot'
poratton. we'll wove lmince!Merges tor &role/ Months
horn date of purchase Oftef yaw] Apr.i I
1980
through June 30 1980

$1304178
$14.187 12
182.187 12

McKee!
Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

trom relatively large in- imately 50 percent of the cost
creases in milk per cow com- of producing milk. The milkbined with a very small feed price ratio is used to
decrease in cow numbers," refelct the relationship of milk
says Lane. He notes that Ken- prices to feed prices at the
tucky milk cows continue to farm. "Although feed prices
produce at near-record levels fell after the suspension of
every month. They produced agricultural sales to the Soviet
155 million pounds in Union they have risen to near
February, or 650 pounds per or above pre-suspension
cow.
levels," reports Lane.
However, Kentucky cow
Generally, the number of
numbers have dropped dairy farms has declined for
drastically, to 239,000 or 23,000 the past several years. The
less than in February 1979.
total number of farms with
Last year, cow numbers in milk cows in 1979 was about
the U. S. decreased 0.6 per- 350,000, six percent less than
cent, milk per cow increased in 1978. -However," notes
2.3 percent and total milk pro- Lane, "the number of farms
duction was up 1.7 percent. actually depending on dairy as
The 123.6 billion pounds pro- the major income is probably
duced last year was the about 200,000."
largest output since 1965, says
Wisconsin and Minnesota
Lane. He adds that dairy lead the field with 45,000 and
farmers fed more concentrate 28,000 dairy farms, respectivefeeds and culled at a slightly ly. Kentucky has about 7,000 to
slower rate in 1979, resulting 8,000 dairy farms.
in more milk.
Finally, USDA figures show
Production of butter, nonfat the trend toward large dairy
dry milk and American cheese farms continues with five perwas up 1.7 percent last year, cent of the U.S. dairy operathe USDA figures show. tions owning nearly one-third
Cheese was the big gainer at a of the U.S. Dairy herd.
5.5 percent increase over 1978,
according to Lane. Commer- MAY
cial use of dairy products rose
1.2 percent to 120.3 billion
pounds, an all-time high. And
per capita consumption increased by five pounds to an
equivalent of 561 pounds of
milk.
Commercial stocks of dairy
products were up 20 percent in
February. "With the usual expected increase in production
this spring,stocks are likely to
increase even further," says
Lane.
Replacement numbers are
still high in the U.S. On Jan. 1,
4.2 million head of dairy
heifers were retained on
farms for herd replacement,
POWER MOWER SAFETY
six percent more than last
year. There were 38.5 heifers Almost everyone with a sizeper 100 cows, the largest ratio able yard has a power mower
However, unsafe use of these
ever on Jan. 1.
Cow numbers are expected mowers has led to a whirlwind
to decline very little in 1980 of mower mishaps and inunless very unfavorable pro- juries Read and follow the
duction costs occur, according operating, maintenance, and
to the current outlook. The U. safety recommendations in
S. Dairy herd numbers 10.81 your mower's instruction manmillion head of cows.
ual Always wear sturdy
Milk prices have increased shoes, never sandals, tennis
enough,to maintain a fairly shoes, or barefoot Clear the
consistent milk-feed price area of sticks, stones, and
ratio for the past two years, other -litter before mowing
according to Lane. Currently, Keep your hands and feet
ohe pound of milk will buy 1.56 away from moving and hot
pounds of a 16 percent protein parts Disconnect sparkplug
feed.
wire or power cord before unFeed accounts for approx- clogging or servicing mower

EMI

753-3062
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In running a family farm, no magic formula or short-cut
the importance of an enter- trick you can substitute for
prise can't always be know-how and work in producmeasured by the number of ing Kentucky's leading cash
acres involved. The bottom crop.
-You've got to know your
line is income - cash to cover
production costs and hopefully soils and varieties that fit
enough profit left over to pay them best; keep current on
chemicals and fertilizers plus
for family living expenses.
For Ronald E. Shrout, a take a real interest in tobacco
young farmer near Win- and its future," says Shrout.
To keep up to date with
chester, Ky. 30 acres of tobacco are as important as all the technology and continually
rest of his enterprises combin- fine-tune his production praced. Besides tobacco he grows tices, he relies heavily on
75 acres of corn, has a 250-cow research done by the UK Colbeef herd ja 300 head of lege of Agriculture and recomsteers that take 300 acres of mendations of the Cooperative
hay and 1,000 acres of pasture. Extension Service. This inforTobacco accounts for half of mation is available to every
the Shrout family's farm in- farmer in Kentucky and is as
come, and total income close as the county Extension
becuase the 29-year-old is office located in every county.
In Shrout's case in Clark
stricly a full-time farmer. He,
his wife Connie and 6-year-old County, most of the informayoungster have no other tion is obtained from Paul
Deaton, county Extension
source of income.
Shrout has been named agent for agriculture, and by
the eight-state Burley Tobac- attending meetings with Exco Belt's "Outstanding Young tension specialists and tobacTobacco Farmer" for May in co industry experts on the proa recognition program spon- gram.
He takes soil samples in the
sored by the University of
Kentucky • College of fall for testing to find out
Agriculture and Philip Morris what's needed, rotates land,
U.S.A. Seven Kentucky burley gets his crop started early in
growers under 35 years of age the spring, irrigates if
will be honored this year in an necessary, uses the right
effort to encourage young pesticides, tries to house at the
farmers with sound tobacco right time and grades tobacco
production programs and according to market
demands.
strong leadership qualities.
"By following such recom"Tobacco is my most
dependable source of income mended practices I generally
and makes up about 50% of my get a mature and high quality
leaf that brings top dollar,"
total income," says Shrout.
With so much riding on his says Shrout.
His 30 acres of burley yieldcrop, he has plenty of incentive to do an outstanding job ed an average of 2,740 pounds
from start to finish - prepar- per acre in 1979. Leasing 2,720
ing his beds, transplanting, pounds of quota grown on
caring for the crop during the several farms tie rents,
growing season, harvesting, Shrout's share of tobacco
production costs came to 50
curing in the barn and getting
a high quality leaf to the cents per pound.
Shrout uses a business apwarehouse for sale.
Burley growers with long proach to farming which is in
many respects a more comexperience will agree, there is
plex business to manage than

'Blue Mold Watch'
Issued To Protect
State Tobacco Beds
Kentucky's tobacco beds
are in a crucial stage in the
threat from blue mold disease,
and farmers are being urged
to start a preventive spray
program as soon as plants are
the size of a dime or immediately if plants are
already larger than that.
William C. Nesmith, Extension plant pathologist in the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, has issued
a 'blue mold watch' for the
state. This is similar to a tornado watch. Although not a
warning that the disease actually is present, the watch
means conditions are right for
the disease to move in.
"Winds in high pressure
weather systems that develop
to the east probably are carrying blue mold spores into Kentucky," Nesmith said. "As of
April 22, we had not spotted
the disease in the beds being
surveyed daily, but that
doesn't mean much. Blue
mold can develop over night
with the right conditions."
He cautioned farmers not to
let periods of sunny weather
lull them into dropping their
guard. If spores are preSent,
they only need 4 hours to infect
a bed when tobacco leaves are
wet. A light shower such as occurred in the Lexington area
Sunday night, with the
temperature in the forties, can
create ideal conditions for the
disease, Nesmith said.
"The only way to protect
tobacco beds from blue mold
is to start the regular preventive spray program with one
of the approved fungicides as
soon as plants are as large as
a dime, and continuing to
spray twice a week and after
every rain," Nesmith said. "If
i,ou wait until you have the
disease, it will be too late to do
very much about the problem."
The plant disease specialist
said that if everybody treats
tobacco beds to keep blue
mold out Kentucky may
escape an epidemic such as

some areas in the South have
experienced. Some untreated
beds in North Carolina were
nearly destroyed completely
by the time the disease was
detected, and some entire
tobacco fields in Georgia had
td be plowed up, according to
Nesmith.
"The recommended preventive spray program works,"
Nesmith said. "I have heard
of no bed being significantly
damaged by blue mold in the
South when spraying was
started in time and continued
often enough."
The plant pathologist checked out rumors that the regular
spray program had failed in
some cases in the South and
found them to be false reports.
"Blue mold damaged)some
beds that were sprayed but the
growers had not followed the
recommended program closely enough," said Nesmith.
"They did not spray often
enough or failed to start early
enough in these cases."
To keep blue mold out of
tobacco beds, you need to
maintain complete coverage
of the foliage with the
fungicide from the time plants
are dime-size until resetting is
completed, according to
Nesmith. This means spraying after every rain and often
enough to protebt new foliage
of the rapidly growing tobacco
plants.
Other Nutrients Count,Too
Pork's contribution to a balanced diet doesn't stop with
protein. It is also an excellent
source of vitamins including
thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, B-6
and B- 12. Thiamin deserves
special mention for pork is the
leading dietary source of this
vitamin, containing three times
as much as any other lood

one in town. He is in the farm
business analysis record program of the UK College of
Agriculture.
"I keep complete records on
each individual farm and use
the analysis to help make
management decisions," says
the "Outstanding Young
Tobacco Farmer."
He started producing tobacco as a 14-year-old boy in 1965,
with two acres that yielded
2,500 pounds per acre. While in
high
school
vocational
agriculture, Shrout won the
farm mechanics award, had
the top tobacco program and
the Star Chapter Farm.
Shrout increased his tobacco enterprise from 8 acres in
1975 when he was honorably
discharged from the United
States Army 10 30 acres in 1978
and 1979. His goal is to expand his operation and pro-duce a quality leaf of tobacco
at a minimum cost per acre.
"I hope to buy some land of
my own and rent or lease
more tobacco in future
years," says Shrout.
For young men interested in
getting started in the production of the money crop, Shrout
offers this advice: "Work with
an experienced tobacco producer, attend meetings to
learn all you can,and start out
small."
The young farmer is an
agricultural leader in his community. Shrout is chairman of
the Clark County Tobacco Extension Committee which
gives direction to the tobacco
program in the county. He is a
director of the county Farm
Bureau and Southern States
Cooperative, and is an active
member of the young farmers
organization.
'Recognition
as
an
"Outstanding Young Tobacco
Farmer" includes a $250 cash
award from Philip Morris
U.S.A. and an expense paid
trip to Rictanond, Va. next
winter for Shrout and his wife.
While in Richmond, the
Shrouts along with other
outstanding young producers
and their wives will attend a
recognition banquet and tour
the Philip Morris cigarette
manufacturing plant.
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Also important are the minerals found in pork, mcct notably iron. This mineral is vital
in the formation and maintenance of red blood cells, and the
prevention of anemia
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Western Wins First Championship Ever

Murray State's Hopes For OVC Upset Laid To Re
st

From Staff, AP Reports
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Murray State's hopes of
upsetting regular season Ohio
Valley Conference champion
Western Kentucky were put to
rest Saturday as Western won
two games to advance to the
NCAA South Region baseball
playoffs to meet the
Southeastern
Conference
champion at a site and date to
be determined.
Western's two wins gave the
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school its first Ohio Valley
Conference championship
ever.
The Hilltoppers entered the
finals with one loss in three
games, while Murray State
was unbeaten in two playoff
games. Western defeated
Murray 10-5 in a game that
began at noon, then won the title by beating the Racers 11-8
in the final game.
In the first game, Rene
Zarate drove in four runs with

a pair of homers, while Ron Tom F'erin produced a runStewart had three runs batted scoring single. In the fifth,
in for Western. Marty Mason, Murray picked up two more
7-1, struck out eight and earn- runs to lead 6-0 as pitcher Clay
ed the victory.
Vangilder seemed to be
Murray jumped out to a 1-0 coasting along on the wings of
lead in the deciding game on a a shutout.
single by Tim Hopkins, then
Western scored two runs in
went up 2-0 in the third on a the fifth on a double by
solo home run by Doran Per- Stewart and a sacrifice fly by
due.
Zarate. The Hilltoppers exMurray added two runs in ploded for six runs in the sixth
the fourth as Perdue drove in as Mike Williams and Walt
a run on a fielder's choice and MeThenny hit back-to-back

Rafferty Qualifies For NCAA By
Running 1500 Meters In 3:40.9
When Murray State senior the competition for his time
took first with a toss of 220-3.
David Rafferty breezed past which is nearly five seconds
Richard Charleston set a
the finish line Saturday at the better than his previous best school and stadium
record in
Murray State University this year.
the 3,000-meter run as he ran a
Twilight Invitational Track
"His time figures out to a 8:04.9 for first and five
Meet, he had done more than 3:58.9 mile and we believe it's seconds better than
secondjust win the 1,500-meter run.
place finisher Garry Perry of
the best run this year," said
Rafferty, a product of Murray State coach Bill Cor- the Mason-Dixon Club.
Essex, England, set a school, nell.
Former Murray State runstadium and meet record with
Western Kentucky's Ron ner Fred Sowerby returned
his 3:40.9 clocking and his Becht was close behind with a home and won the
400-meter
time qualified him for the 3:41.9 time and Greg Duhaine dash with a stadium
record
NCAA Championships and is of the Mason-Dixon Track
46.07 time. MSU freshman
believed to be the best col- Club was third with a 3:42.3 Elvis Forde placed
second in
legiate time recorded in the clocking.
the 400 with a 46.82 time.
1500-meter this season.
The Racer's Charlie
The Racers next competiRafferty was named the
Youngren recorded a person- tion comes next Monday and
outstanding track athlete of nal best in the javelin and he Tuesday in the
OVC Cham-

terested in
he produc'op, Shrout
:Work with
Nacco proetings to
id start out

The Murray State Lady
Racer track team broke two
school records Friday and
placed third overall among 10
teams in the Kentucky
Women's Intercollegiate Conference (KWIC) Tack Championships at Eastern Kentucky University.
Senior Mary Jane Gates
recorded a school record
1:03.5 in the 400-meter hurdles
to place third in the competition and the two-mile relay
contingent also established a
new standard with a 9:46.4
clocking and first place. Running on that relay squad were
Lavonne Roberts, Deanna
Dennision, Agnes Riley and
Wendy Slaton.
There were also several
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other outstanding performances by the representation
from Murray State, which
took team honors in 1979.
Karen Harding continued her
season of impressive performances in the difficult pentathlon competition as she
placed first with 2,998 points
and Lisa Bittel folowed with a
respectable 1,989 points, a personal best in that event!
Betty Fox came within onetenth of a second in qualifying
for national competition as
she recorded a 14.0 in the 1910meter hurdles for first place.
Cindy Stovall got off her best
high jump of the year as she
cleared 5-8 to finish second.
Freshman Gloria Coleman
also scored high as she ran a

25.0 to place second in the 200meter dash.
The mile relay team of
Gates, Fox, Roberts and
Diane Holmes was second
with a time of 4:00.2 and the
440-relay squad of Fox, Glenvia Williams, Holmes and Coleman crossed the finish line
with a 47.3 and second-place
result.
Kentucky won the competition with a 164 score followed
by Eastern Kentucky with 156
and Murray with 119 points.
The Lady Racers will now
ready for the OVC Track
Championships next Monday
and Tuesday at Morehead
State University.
Teens Scores- Kentucky 164, Eastern
Kentucky 156, Murray State 119,
Western Kentucky 113. Morehead State
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By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
111S ANGELES(AP) — The
Doctor's housecall at the
Forum was delayed until the
fourth
quarter. Darryl
Dawkins spent most of the day
on the seat of his pants. And in
the
third
quarter,
Philadelphia couldn't throw a
pea in the ocean.
That's how it went for the
.5 76ers in Game One of the National Basketball Association
championship series Sunday.
The Los Angeles Lakers got
their customary superb performance from Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar,
some
outstanding defense on Julius
Erving and ran the 76ers
halfway to San Diego during
the third period in taking a 1-0
lead in the-best-of-seven series
with a 109-102 victory.
The teams were deadlocked
53-53 after an evenly played
first half before the Lakers exploded, scoring the first 12

points of the third quarter and
31 to Philadelphia's 17 in the
Period.
The 76ers made 54.5 percent
of their field goal attempts in
the first half but were a
miserable 3-of-20 in the third
quarter.
Los Angeles had an 84-70 advantage entering the last 12
minutes. Erving, a virtual
nonentity for the first three
quarters, sparked a 14-2
Philadelphia surge that drew
the 76ers to within four, 92-88,
midway in the final period.
That was as close as they
could get.
The Lakers scored eight of
the game's next nine points to
make it 100-89 and the 76ers
weren't closer than six after
that.
Abdul-Jabbar had gamehigh totals of 33 points, 14 rebounds and six blocked shots.
Erving, meanwhile, finished
with 20 points —11 in the final
8:39 — seven rebounds and
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Western
0 0 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 10 12 1
Murray
0 20 1 0 1 1 0
5 6 1
Marty Mason and Kane Zarate. Doug
Rice, Kyle Byrd 6 and David(kern IB
- Tim Hopkins IC, Walt MeThenny
WE; 38 - Tom Fetus ‘1141 HR Doran Perdue ;61,, Tony Threatt M I ,
Zarate I
2, Ron Stewart WE,
Murray
AS It H RBI
Perdue
4 I 2 3
Fete
41 I 1 0
Scheer
3 0 0 1
Hopkins
3
2 0
Tucker
4
1 0
Three@
4111
Boyd
4 1 1 0
Wismewski
4 1 0 0
Orem
3 0 0 0
Totals
33 5 8 5
Western
37 10 12 9

wic)

Murray.. 101228020
Ir 3
Western
0 0 II 2 2 1 - 11 123
CM)
, Vaegikler, Mike Grieshaber
Scott 1'á(81-and Jeff Oakley; Rick
Becker, Rick Deepest 45) and Rene
Zerate 28 - Fake I MI, Ras Stewart
WE;, Ron Rocco (WIL). KR - Perdue
M Mike Williams(WE; 2, 116c7henny
i WE;
Murray
AS R
Perdue .
4 2 1
Fehn
4 2 2
Scheer
4 • 2
Hopkins
4 1 1
Threatt
5 1 1
Taylor
4 1 1
Boy d
5 0 6
Wuruews/u.
5 1 1
Oakle)
3 0 0
Totals
5359
Western
34 11 12 10

pionships at Morehead State
University.
3

Javelin - Charles Youngren 1st 221)-

Long Jump - Everton Cornelius i 3rd )
26-6,
1
3,000 Meter Run - Richard Charleston
1st) 8.04.9; Eddie Wedderburn I 3rd)
8 11.5.
440 Relay - MSU 3rd ) 413
1,500 Meter Run - David Rafferty
Ost)3.40 9
110 High Hurdles - Gerald Jackson
Ord) 14.01_
Shot Put-Stan Simmons I 4th )54-1
WO Meter Dash - Elvis Forde 2nd;
46.62.
100 Meter Dash - Everton Cornehus
(4th 10.73
High Jump- Ernie Patterson 3rd 610
Outstanding Field Event Athlete Pat McCulla UK )
Outstanding Track Event Athlete David Rafferty MSU )

36, Louisville 11, Asbury 8. Berea 1.
BeHarmineti,Centre 0
10.000 Meter Run - Dharon Macy
4th; 4126-7, Cara O'Bnen 15th)42:57.6.
Shot Put - Jenny Oberhausen 4th I
40-10; Gloria Coleman 16th
High Jump - Cindy Stovall (2nd15-8;
5,000- Cara O'Brien 6th) 20:161
440 Relay- I nd)47.3;
Javelin - Leigh Ware 16th1116-0.
1500 Meter Run - Wendy Slaton 5th )
4 47.6.
400 Meter Dash - Diane Holmes f 3rd)
58.2, Mary Jane Gates I 4th158.4.
100 Meter Dash - Gloria Coleman
14th) 12.2;
100 Meter Hurdles - Betty Fox 1st;
14.0
800 Meter Run - Lavone Roberts (5th )
2174.
400 Meter Hurdles - Mary Jane Gates
I 3rd )1.03.5; Betty Fox I 6th;1,06.3.
2 Mile Relay -;1st )9,46.4.
880 Medley Relay - 3rd 1.47.9.
Ctiscus- Brenda Geiger 6th 118-7
Long Jump - Agnes Riley (5th) 17-10.
3000 Meter Run - Cara O'Bnen (6th )
11:48.0
200 Meter Dash - Gloria Coleman
(2nd ) 25.0, Glemara Williams 5th ) 25.4.
Mile Relay - 2.nd )4 00.2.
Pentathalon - Karen Harding 1st
2998; Lisa Bittel 3rd) 1989.

Empty Third Quarter Cost Sixers

ft.

trim the margin to 10-8.
Williams hit a solo homer in
the eighth for Western to end
the scoring.
Western relief pitcher Rick
Desux, 2-1, retired Murray
in order in the ninth and earned the victory.
Western ended the season
43-11-1 and Murray State was
20-19, with a makeup game
scheduled against Southern Illinois at home at 2:30 p.m. today.

Lady Racer Track Team Breaks
Two School Records, Places Third
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solo home runs. Stewart and
Kenny Fox each walked with
the bases loaded, accounting
for two more runs in the inning
and Williams came to the
plate again and drove in two
more runs with a single.
Stewart added a two-run
single in the seventh for
Western, that made the score
10-6.
Ronnie Scheer and Tim
Hopkins each drove in a run
for Murray in the eighth to

two blocked shots.
Other major offensive contributors for Los Angeles were
Norm Nixon with 23 points and
six assists, Jamaal Wilkes
with 20 points, seven rebounds
and six assists, and rookie
Earvin "Magic" Johnson with
16 points, nine rebounds and 10
assists.

Murray Coach Cary,Mdler (left)

Calloway Co. Coach Joe Stonecipher

The District Four baseball
tournament will open this
Wednesday at the Murray
State field with the first game
being played between Murray
and Marshall County.

on Thursday at 4 p.m. against
the loser of the first'game. If
Calloway winsits game,it will
play the winner of the first
game for the championship. If
It loses, the other two teams
will automatically qualify for
the region tournament.

Calloway County will play

District 4
Playoff
Bracket
Murray Tennis Team Ends Title Year With 9-0 Win
Calloway Co.

Bye

Calloway Co.

TIAN Game,If Necessary

Murray

Thursday 4 p.m.

Wednesday 4 p.m.

Loser Murray-Marshall Co
L

Friday 4 p.m.

Marshall Co.

The regular season Ohio
Valley Conference champion
Murray State tennis team
defeated Tennessee Tech
Saturday to conclude its
regular season with a 27-3
record overall and a 7-0 conference mark.
The conference championship, which was assured in a 63 win at Morehead last

Thursday, was the first for
Murray playing a schedule
which included all the OVC opponents.
Murray will return to
Morehead to begin play in the
OVC tournament, which runs
from Sunday through Tuesday.
Murray State 9, Tennessee
Tech 0

points and only three rebounds.
"I felt the big key was the
way we started the third
period," Philadelphia Coach
Billy Cunningham said. "We
went 4:21 without a point and
By DICK JOYCE
we allowed them to start their
trailed her to the wire.
AP Sports Writer
running game. We did have
Asked if Mrs. Bert
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Firestone's filly could go
some good shots, but you must
P's
The
handlers
of Genuine Risk miles, Vasquez said: "With
credit their defense. We had
Defensively, Wilkes and
have
adopted a wait-and-see this competition, she can go
the shots we were looking for.
reserve Mike Cooper shared
"Kareem had a great game. attitude about entering the fil- two miles." The
the bulk of the work on ErvBelWe did as good a job as you ly in the Preakness Stakes.
mont Stakes, the third leg of
ing.
Still
basking
in
the
glory
of
can do against him."
the Triple Crown, is set for
The 76ers had better scoring
It might have been good Saturday's surprising Ken- June 7.
balance than Los Angeles —
.•
tucky
Derby
victory, trainer
enough had it not been for that
After Genuine Risk, a
six players scored in double
LeRoy Jolley said Sunday, Kentucky-bred daughter
horrendous third period.
figures — but it wasn't
of
"Our running game got us "She had a very good week Our Native, ran third in the
enough.
ahead," Abdul-Jabbar said. here. She never got upset April 19 Wood Memorial at
Dawkins, Philadelphia's 6- "When we're able to run, we about anything and had Aqueduct behind Plugged
foot-11, 250-pound behemoth
can do that to a team — any enough life to her. It was just Nickle and Colonel Moran,
center, was limited to 18
team. We had them in a hole, one of those things that work- Jolley said the filly wouldn't
minutes playing time because
they had to play catch-up, and ed out."
go in the Derby.
A filly winning the Derby
of foul problems. He had 12
they couldn't dolt."
But after seeing the Derby
has only worked out once would attract around
a dozen
before in the 106 years of this horses instead of the
expected
3-year-old classic, when 20 or so, and seeing that
there
Regret won in 1915. Only 31 was no super horse
to beat.
fillies have started in the Der- Jolley and the
Firestones
by, and none in the previous 21 made the decision to run
at
years.
Churchill Downs.
"I worked like heck to keep
By KEN RAPPOPORT
"If she won the Triple
To her backers in the crowd
the score down, but I just Crown, it would be wonderAP Sports Writer
of 131,859, she returned $28.60,
The Philadelphia Phillies couldn't do it," Green kidded, ful," said TV star Jack
$10.60 and $4.80 after covering
won the appeal, but lost the referring to that upside-down Klugman, a coowner of Jaklin
the distance in 202 on a fast
game.
first inning which ultimately Klugman, the third-pla
ce track. It was a second faster
Even at that, Manager provided the Dodgers with finisher in the 1,4-mile test.
than Seattle Slew did it in 1977
Dallas Green wasn't com- their winning runs.
Jaklin Kluginan finished one and two-fifths faster
than Bid
pletely dissatisfied.
With one run across, the length behind runnerup Rumdid last year. She carried 121
"I've been trying to build Dodgers' Dusty Baker hit into ho, who was a length behind
pounds, five less than the
character, so I've got to be a force play, scoring another Genuine Risk.
males.
pleased to see that kind of ef- run. But Bake. '.ad batteA ntlE
As for the second leg of
Rockville Native and Pluggfort," Green said. "The of turn in Ron C,ey's place and Triple Crown, the
May 17 ed Nickle, the virtual coeasiest thing to do when you're after the Phillies appealed, F'reakness over 13-16.rnil
es at favorites, finished up the
losing 9-0 is just play out the Cey was declared out and the Pimlico, Jolley
said, "We'll track.
game and go home."
runners sent back to their just let her rest a few days
and
Genuine Risk was kept off
Despite a bizarre first inn- bases.
let her recover. We'll make up the pace
in the early going,
ing which included a backfired
Given a second chance to our minds later in the
week, moved outside four rivals and
appeal play that netted the hit, Baker belted one over the probably Friday."
took command entering the
Dodgers four runs, Green's left field wall at Veterans
Genuine Risk has won a stretch, passing
Jaklin
never-say-die team eventually Stadium for a three-run homer special place
in the heart of Klugman and holding off the
came back to wipe out a nine- and a 4-0 Dodgers lead.
her jockey, Jacinto Vasquez, late charge of Rumbo,
the
"It was exciting, in- who was
run deficit Sunday.
confident all along California-bred owned by
The Phillies fell short at the teresting," said Dodgers the filly could
beat the boys. Gayno Stable and Bell
Manager Tom Lasorda.
end, though, losing 12-10.
Ten colts and two geldings BloodstocliCo.

Singles Results — Terje
Persson def. Gordon Reed 6-3,
7-5; Mats Ljungman def. Rick
Gentry 6-1, 6-0; Roger Berthiaume def. Chad Fitzhugh 62,6-2; Finn Swarting def. Mike
Gooch 6-1, 6-1: Mike Costigan
def. Bryan Blair 6-3, 6-2; Steve

Wille def. David Moore 6-1, 63.
Doubles Results — PerssonSwarting def. Reed-Gentry 64, 6-3; Ljungman-Costigan
def. Fitzhugh-Gooch 6-2, 6-2,
Berthiaiune-Wille def. BlairMoore 6-1,6-3.

When I insured my store,'was Mr.Creamy.
When I had a claim,I was Mr.873-54269.

Handlers Of Filly
Will Wait And See

Po%Ammo del well=
bilepeolse harrow kw&

ROSS INSURANCE AGENCY
210 East Main St.
Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone: 753-0489 or 753-0493

Phillies Win Appeal
But Lose The Game

Coats
'110
Prkm Geed Twos., Wed., T1taws May 6.1, 8

one Houri
DRY
cLeaneRs

2/
389

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 1.9.m. to .
6 P.rn

•

Mies* 753-952$

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

prices good all .
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Genuine Risk's Victory
Hails End Of Superhorse

410 Lb.
Tackle
ipmpi Broadnax
Drops 63
Pounds
By Dennis Pollitte
MSU Sports Information
Vernon Broadnax is quickly
becoming a mere shadow of
his former self. After checking
m last summer at 410 pounds,
Murray State's sophomore
tackle has slimmed down to a
"skinny" 347 this spring.
It seems that "Mt. Vernon"
- ai7he is called by his teammates - is dieting himself into
something of a molehill these
days. After making such national publications as Sports
Illustrated and Ripley's
Believe It or Not, the Xenia,
Ohio, native is getting
dangerously close to losing his
title as college football's
largest player.
But if Broacinax's appeal as
a gridiron trivia question is
waning, his slimmer physique
is helping him make giant
strides in another sport wrestling. In fact, last Friday
he qualified for the Olympic
trials by winning the
unlimited weight bracket at a
regional tournament held in
Louisville, Ky.
Should he win his division in
the trials, which will be held in
Madison, Wis., May 7-11,
Broadnax would realize a
childhood dream. "I've
always had my sights set on
the Olympics," he said.
There's only one problem
though: President Carter is
forbiding any -American
athletes to participate in the
Olympic Games in Moscow
this summer. Still, Broadnax
continues to dream and hope.
-President Carter may
change his mind," mused
Broadnax, who owns a 6-2
record this spring in wrestling. His two losses have come
at the hands of NCAA runnerup Bruce Baumgartner of Indiana State.
Although football has
always been Broadnax's first
love, wrestling has been near
and dear to his heart, too. "It's
kind of a hobby," he said. "I
started wrestling as a
sophomore in high school."
Broadnax learned the sport
quickly. As a senior, he was
eating ability is legend on the
Murray State football team.
Gottfried remembers an inci-

VERNON BROADNAX is shown demonstrating his weightlifting ability. The
sophomore tackle has trimmed 63 pounds off his playing weight of 410 pounds last
season.
dent before last season's game move around better," he said, have to buy all my clothes in
"This is the lowest he's been Columbus or Dayton (Ohio).
at Indiana Central...
Girls kid me and say, Look
"Right after we finished din- since we recruited him."
About the only problem how baggy your clothes are."
ner at the hotel," said the
Although he has a handle on
Racer coach, "Coach ( Bill) Broadnax has these days is
Baldridge went into Vernon's keeping his pants up. Losing his appetite now, Esroadnax's
ranked as the third best 50 pounds may have done room and found a giant pizza.
heavyweight wrestler in the wonders for his football Well, that's a no-no, so he took
state of Ohio. This year his career, but it has absolutely it. As he was leaving, he looked at the bill and said, 'That
younger brother Vaughn, a 6- wrecked his wardrobe.
"Every-thing is too big," he didn't cost that much.' So he
3, 240-pound fullback bound
for Ohio State, was the sighs. "And there aren't any looked around the room and
Buckeye State's top places to get clothes here. I found another giant pizza."
heavyweight wrestler.
The Broadnax family, it
seems, grows them pretty big!
The Calloway County worth ( 3rd) 18-2; ..Mike
Murray State quarterback freshman track team finished Holloway (4th) 17-10.
coach Dan Walker, who third out of 17 teams this
Triple Jump - Butterworth
coaches Broadnax in wrestl- weekend in the Paducah In- (2nd) 36-0.
ing, says his big tackle could
High Jump - Mike
vitational which attracted a
be a star in the latter sport if field composed of teams from Holloway ( 4th)5-6.
he put his mind toil
Tennessee and Missouri as
Pole Vault-Holloway (4th)
"Vernon has talent,- he
well as Kentucky.
10-0.
said."He just made a decision
Calloway finished behind
120 Yard Hurdles - Dale
in high school that he stood a
Paducah Jetton, the winning
chance of playing professional team, and East Prairie of Torsak (3rd) 18.6.
440 Yard Dash - Keith
football, so wrestling took a
Missouri.
Lovett (1st) 55.8.
backseat. But he still has a
love for it and his goal was to
Team Scores - Paducah
180 Yard Low Hurdles makedhe Olympics.
Jetton 64, East Prairie Mo.) Torsak (3rd) 43.6.
"Because he's participating
57, Calloway County 31,
880 Yard Run - Robert
in spring football practice
Paducah Brazelton 25, Cape Duncan ( 5th) 2:21.5.
right now, he wasn't in real Girardeau 18.
Mile Relay - 1st (Torsak,
good shape to go to that
, Individual Results
Marty Hays, Holloway,
wrestling tournament last
Long Jump -'Jeff Butter- Lovett) 4:00.
weekend, but he got himself
emotionally prepared."
Broadnax said it is tough to
juggle two sports in college. "I
have trouble practicing
( wrestling ) - in fact I haven't
practiced at all," he said. "I
Cleveland ; Denny 1-2; at Oakland
AMERICAN LEAGUE
have had to miss two (foot;Keough 3.2:. n
EAST
Onh games scheduled
L
Pot GB
ball) scrimmages to go to
New Yak
12
9
571 NATIONAL LEAGUE
wrestling matches, but the Taint°
12
9
571 EAST
coaches don't mind that Milwaukee
10
8
556
W
L
Pet GB
Boston
11
Pittsburgh
10
.521
1
13
7
650
much."
Baltimore
9 12
Chicago
45
3
11
8
.579
142
Wrestling has helped his Detroit
8 14
.364
41
/
2
Philadelphia
9 10
474
Pi
7 13
350
Cs
St Laws
9 12
45
41-4
football skills, said Broadnax. Cleveland
Warr
Montreal
8 13
381
5Iv
( wrestling) adds agility Oakland
15
9
(V5
New York
7 14
133 Ski
Chcaim
12 10
and quickness in football."
545
2
WEST
Kansas City
11 10
524
Houston
16
6
727
Mike Gottfried, head foot- Texas
11 10
524
2;.,
Cmannat
15
9
625
2
ball coach at Murray State, CUliforma
11 11
.500
3
Ice Angeles
14
9
609
12 13
MO
31
/
2
San Diego
II
12
478
511
says the weight loss hasn't Seattle
Minnesota
10 13
435
41
/
2
Atlanta
8 13
.381
711
hurt, either. "Vernon is playSan Francisco
9
Saturday's Games
ing better because he can
Saturday's Games
New York 7, Minnesota 3

Connors After
No. 1, Not 2nd,
After WCT Win
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
and I have to work harder."
AP Sports Writer
Connors turned to McEnroe
DALLAS ( AP) - Jimmy during the award ceremonies
Connors says he may move Sunday and told him: "Mac
ahead of Jehn McEnroe as the now knows what I was like in
No. 2 tennis player in the my prime."
McEnroe said that it was world, but that's not the rankConnors at his best.
ing he wants.
"I can't relate to playing
The 28-year-old Connors,
playing as he did when he him in 1974 because I thought
dominated tennis in the mid- he was invincible back then,"
70s, decisively whipped the 21- McEnroe said. "He was atyear-old defending champion tacking today, missing no
McEnroe 2-6, 7-6, 6-1, 6-2 Sun- volleys and corning in more
day to earn the $100,000 first than usual to the net."
McEnroe refused to blame a
place prize in the World
Championship of Tennis sprained ankle he has been
nursing for the defeat.
Finals.
"He just played better,"
"That's a big step toward
my goal," said a pleased Con- said McEnroe, who defeated
nors, whose settled family life Borg for the 1979 WCT Finals
has given his game new life. championship. "I wasn't mov"There is no No. 2- only No. ing to the ball well. I was up
1. I'm not fighting to be No. 2. for the match but as it went on
I was wearing down. I think I
I've got to forget this match."
Connors has taken dead aim need to cut my travel
at unseating Sweden's Bjorn schedule. Also, I'm a few
Borg as the No. 1 player in the pounds overweight."
Connors joined Australia's
world.
"I'm getting close to the Ken Rosewall as the only
way I played in 1974," Connors twotime winner of the WCT
said. "I'm working hard on it. Finals.
"I'm in good company
When I was 19, 20, and 21, all I
had to do was play. But I have anytime I'm alongside Ken
lots more on my mind now, Ftosewall," Connors said.

Getting settled
made simple.
Rowan 4i400nsas fad.
after a WELCOME WINN sail.
As your Unless, ft's my Nb N bolp yea maks tloo
mat of year nu nigbborlant Sir lam* areas.
Cammonity opportaatios. Spacial attraction. Lots
of facts to sass yea time and mony.
Phis a basket of gifts far yew family.
l'H be listoodog for year oall.

plcome Pr'agon
Inge King 492-8348

Ins'
""mh t I.. Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Calloway Freshmen Finish Third

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball At A Glance

Torahs 8, CleveLmd 3
Oakland 5, Detroit 3
Milwaukee 4, Chicago I
Boston 7, Kansas (Sty 0
Texas 3, Battu-rime 2
Seattle 2, California
Sunday's Games
Torordo 9-7, Cleveland 8-2, lit garne 10
inungs
Milwaukee 11, Chcago I
New York It, Mirriesota 1
Kansas City 5, Boston 3
Detroit 4-0, Oakland 9.1
California 4, Seattle 3
Baltimore 9. Texas 5
Meodoy's Ganes
Mimesota ;Redfern 3-1; at Baltimore
;Stone
n
Milwaukee (Sorensen 1-2; at Chicago
Dotson
n
Baton (Ecitscsley 1-3; at Texas ;Perry
1-1 n

San Francium 3, Montreal 2
Philadelphia 7, Los Angeles 3
Chicago 7, Cmarnat 1
San Diego 2, New York 1
Atlanta 3, Pitabirgh I, 10 wrung,
Houston 4, St. Laws 2
Swan's Games
San Diego 4-2 New York 3-6
Cmannah 3-5, Chicago 2-4
San Frarnsco 8-4, Montreal 4-6
Los Angeles 12 Philadelphia 1n
Pittsburgh 13, AUanta 4
Houston 4.51. lcuss 2
Mn Games
Houston ;Richard 4-0; at Montreal
(Palmer 041,
Atlanta Maeda 2-1 , at PhiLadelpida
Carttan 4-1 I, mil
(Inarriati (Seaver 1-1; at New York
I Bombe& NI, n
,
San Frenetic° (Blue 2-1; at alums
IVuckosich 4-II, In)
Only g,arnes scheduled

Laffit Pincay, Jr., who was
aboard the Californian runnerup Rumbo, acknowledged
that he was surprised by Genuine Risk's staying power,
but added:
"We have little speed in this
race -no rabbits."
Even the veteran Jacinto
Vasquez, the winning jockey,
was skeptical before the filly's
owners had overridden trainer
Jolley and decided that Genuine Risk should challenge
the guys and not try to win the
filly Triple Crown, a coveted
honor.
"All men athletes do things
better than women," he said a
few days ago, before coming
to Louisville. "Why should it
be any different with horses?"
Genuine
Nevertheless,
Risk's triumph was a shot in
the arm that transformed a
Derby threatened with a
seizure of the -blahs" into a
wildly exciting and historic
event.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - It
was a day for the lady, but Genuine Risk's victory in the
106th Kentucky Derby signalled more than another step in
the liberation of the not-soweaker sex.
It hailed the end of a second
"Golden Age" - not only in
thoroughbred racing but in the
whole broad realm of sports.
"The super horse binge is
over," laconically remarked
veteran trainer LeRoy Jolley
the day before he watched his
sleek chestnut filly beat 12
male rivals in America's
premier horse race.

LeRoy may have wished - on
the joyous Saturday - that he
had swallowed his tongue, but
he found his statement seconded by other horsemen and
jockeys.
"It may be 65 years before
another filly wins the Derby,"
said Don Blumfield, whose 50It had never been
1 shot Hazard Duke finished
last, 21 lengths back of the fashionable for girl horses to
winner. "She beat a mediocre run against boy horses in big
races, like the Derby. Only 30
bunch of colts."

had ever done it in the century
and some years of the Derby's
existence - the last in 1959. The
only filly ever to win was
Regret us 1915,65 years ago.
Now comes the Preakness
and, after that the Belmont
the celebrated Triple Crown.
Genuine Risk is a good race
horse but no one seriously expects her to be another
Secretariat or Seattle Slew not with colts such as Codex,
Temperance Hill and Colonel
Moran joining the ranks at
Baltimore.
We are entering a new age,
the age of the 80s, and we may
go decades before we set a
period like the 1970s in sports
just as the Golden Twenties
were an era unto themselves.
In the 106 years, there have
been only 10 Triple Crown winners in racing. Four of them
came in the 1940s( Whirlaway,
Count Fleet, Assault and Citation). Then there was a 25year gap before the matchless
Secretariat emerged in 1973.
Secretariat signalled a
boom of great thoroughbreds Seattle Slew and Affirmed,

both like Secretariat Triple
Crown winners, then such
giants as Cannonade, Foolish
Pleasure, Bold Forbes and
Spectacular Bid.
The same period saw Jack
Nicklaus break Bob Jones'
and Ben Hogan's records in
golf, racket-swinging
phenoms such as Bjorn Borg,
Jimmy Connors and Chris
Evert dominate the courts,
football and baseball players
reach millionaire status and
gold medalists such as Mark
Spitz and Bruce Jenner climb
Mt. Olympus.
They came in a cluster just
as Babe Ruth, Bob Jones, Bill
Tilden, Jim Thorpe, Helen
Wills, Jack Dempsey and
Babe Dictrilcson bloomed in
the unforgettable period
known as "The Age of
Wonderful Nonsense."
As Trainer LeRoy Jolley indicates, such lush crops don't
come every year -not in horse
racing, not in other sports.
They just happen. We've enjoyed one. Now we must suffer
again with the commonplace
until the bumper yield comes
again.

Strange Not Counting His Money After
Winning Sudden Death From Trevino
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HOUSTON (AP)- Perhaps
taking a tip from country
singer Kenney Rogers, Curtis
Strange isn't yet counting his
money.
He's waiting 'til the dealing's done.
do this for a living. I don't
like to go home and lay
around. I like to work,"
Strange said after a playoff
victory over Lee Trevino Sunday in the rich Houston Open
Golf Tournament.
"I'm still young. I like to
play a lot, 30 to 35 tournaments
a year. There'll come a time
soon enough when I'm old and
can't play that much."
He had played in all but two
tournaments going into
Houston, and he's playing
again in Dallas this week. But
there is just a chance he may
cut back a bit on his heavy
schedule.

"I don't feel like I can relax
until I'm secure in the top 60
(money-winners, a place that
insures him an exemption for
next year )," he said.
He has it now.
The $63,000 he harvested
from the total purse of $350,000
gave him $108,659 for the
season. Eventually, it will be
worth much more. It puts him
in the World Series of Golf this
fall and in next year's Tournament of Champions.
But the second victory of his
career didn't come easily for
the 25-year-old Wake Forest
product.
Strange entered the final
round with a bulging, sixstroke lead, watched it dwindle and disappear in the face
of Trevino's final round 65, a 6under-par performance that
put them in a tie at the end of
the regulation 72 holes.
The sudden-death playoff

lasted one hole.
Trevino hit safely to the
middle of the green on the par
3 and Strange didn't hesitate a
moment.
"I didn't want to go for the
middle of the green. I wanted
to go for the flag. I wanted it
all," he said.
And he got it.
He put his shot some 12 feet
from the cup. After Trevino
missed,' Strange rolled his
home for the winner, making
Trevino a runnerup for the second week in a row and for the
llth time in 21
/
2 years.
-That's as good as I can
play," Trevino said. -Curtis
probably deserved it. He
played far better than I did for
three days. I played a little
better the last day."
Strange had played the first
54 holes in 195, 18 under par
and the best three-round total
in 10 years of PGA Tour activi-

ty. It put him far in front. But
he could do no better than par
71 in the last round, while
Trevino kept edging closer
and closer.
The last stroke of the lead
disappered when Strange hit
his ball unplayable on the 16th
and made bogey. He had to
make a scrambling, one-putt
par on the 72nd hole to save a
piece of the lead and send it to
extra holes.
Mike Reid and Bob Gilder
tied for third at 68. Gilder shot
64 and Reid 66 in the windless,
muggy heat. Tom Kite, with
66, and D.A. Weibring, with 68,
were next at 270.
Arnold Palmer matched the
best round of the day with a 64
and finished at 276, marking
his best performance in
several years.
"It could have been a little
better," Palmer said. "But I
enjoyed it. It was kind of fun.
I'm going to keep on trying."

HA

American League Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING ;50 at bats:. Staub, Texas,
412; Summers, Detroit, .404; Cooper,
Milwaukee, .371; Fisk, Boston, .362;
Tranunell, Detroit, .362.
RUNS: Wills. Texas, 19; Kemp,
Detroit, 16; Yount, Milwaukee, 16;
Rivers, Texas, 16: 7 Tied With 15.
RBI: Velez. Toronto, 20; Parrish,
Detroit, 19; Bonnie!]. Toronto, 18; Oliver,
Texas, IS; Hargrove, Cleveland, 17; L.
Johnson, Chicago, l7, Smalley, Mmnesota, 17; B.Bell, Texas, 17
HITS' Landreaux, Minnesota, 32;
Perez, Boston, 30; Bochte. Seattle, 30;
Rivers, Texas, 30; Watson, New York,
28
DOUBLES D.Garcia, Toronto, 10;
Baines, Chicago, 8; McRae, Kansas City, 6; B.Bell, Texas,8; 5 Tied With 7.
TRIPLES; Griffin, Toronto, 3; Brett,
Kansas City, 3: Wilson, Kansas City, 3;

Casino, Minnesota, 3; Powell, Minnesota, 3.
HOME RUNS: Velez, Toronto, 7;
Re Jackson, New York,6: Rua, California. 6; Smalley, Minnesota.6; Singleton,
Baltimore,5: Oglivie, Milwaukee,5.
STOLEN BASES; Wills, Texas, 9;
Henderson, Oakland, 8; Wilson, Kansas
City, 7; Molitor, Milwaukee, 6; Carew,
Calif°rola,6.
PITCHING (3 Decisions: Honeycutt,
Seattle, 5-0, 1,000, 2.55; John, New York,
4-0, 1100, 2.37; Corbett, Minnesota, 3-0,
1.000, 3.15; Norris, Oakland, 3.0, 105,
0.56; Barker, Cleveland, 3.1, .750, 3.34;
Caldwell, Milwaukee, 3-1, .750, 1.59;
Stieb, Toronto, 3-1, .750, 2.06; Aase,
California, 3-1..750, 2.25.
STRIKEOUTS' Redfern, Minnesota,
29; Guidry, New York, 27; Matlack, Texas, 27; Leonard, Kansas City, 26; Bannister. Seattle, 26

"It's a cable. You weave a thread of it
each day. It becomes so strong that you
cannot break it

National League Leaders
LosAngeles, 3.0, 1.000, 1.06, Carlton,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (50 at bats - Reitz,
Philadelphia. 4-1, .800, 2.03; Vuekovich,
StLows, .389; RSmAth. LoaAngeles, .360;
StLows, 4-1, 800, 2.17; Pastore, CincinMartin, Chicago, .351; Buckner,
nati, 3.1, 750, 2 25; JNiekro, Houston, 3Chicago,.347; Garner, Pittsburgh, .343.
1, 750, 1.56
RUNS- Cedeno, Houston, 17, JCruz,
STRIKEOUTS - Richard, Houston,
Houston, 17; Lopes, LasAngeles, 17;
48, Montefsco, SanFrancisco, 33,
lAinnsio, Philadelphia, 16; Foli, PittPNIekro, Atlanta, 30, Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 16; Templeton, StLouis, 16:
sburgh, 23, Vuckovioh, StLows, 28
Law, LosAcigeles, 16
RBI - Garvey, LosAngles. 20: JCruz,
Houston, 19; Parker, Pittsburgh, IS,
RSmith, LosAngeles. 18; Foote,
Chicago, 17. Kingman,Chicago, 17
HOUSTON ( AP -- Final sores and
HITS - RSmith, LosAngeles, 31;
morry-wimings &May us the $350003
Houston Open Golf Toirriemerd on the 6.Templeton, Stimuli( 30: Reitz, StInins,
28; Parker, Pittsburgh, 27, Hendrick, 918-yard, par-71 Woodlands Country (lub
SU outs, 27
course ;Strange wan sudden death playoff r (Satin Strange, 183.00)
DOUBLES
Stearns, Newyork,
Knight, Cincinnati, 7, Martin, Chicago.
66-63-6071 205
6, Parrish, Montreal, 6, Toveras.
tee Trevino 13755
374441465 266
NewYork,6. G Maddox , Philadelphia, 8 ,
Mike Reid, S20300
Hendrick,StLows,6,.$tennert, SanFron6064-434* 2631
risco,8
Bob Gilder. $5.31t
TRIPIES -- Moreno, Pittaburgh, 3;
700540414 368
Templeton,StLouis, 3; 13 Tied With 2.
Tan Kite, 813300
HOME RUNS
--LuzInski,
236045496- 270
Philadelphia, 7, Kingman. Chicago, 8;
Schmidt. Philadelphia,
Baker;- -DA.Watrirg, $11,300
46414 770
-LatAngeles. 6; Martin, Chicago, 5;
Bill Rogers, 101,725
RSmith, LosAngeles, 5
678606lb 772
STOLEN BASES - Moreno. PittBarry Thompen, 119809
'burgh, IS, Cedeno, Houston, 12, LIM,
WV 70417 271
LosA-ngeles, 10, Lenore, Montreal, 1;
Jerry Pate, PAW
RScott, Montreal. S.
•
71434416014 771
PITCHING 73 Decisions) - Bibby,
Ron Strerk, PAW
Pittsburgh.
I 000, 3 68: Forsch,
01084114112-273
Houston, 4-0, 1.008, 1.10; Richard,
George BUMS, Pin)
Houston, 4-0, 1000, 1.67. Reuss.
0407 7047 723

Get in the habit of reading the newspaper.
Improve your awareness, spend your
money wisely, invest your money wisely, act
responsibly. Read the newspaper everyday and profit
by it.

Houston Scores
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May as Child Find Month to
make the public more aware
of the services available for
handicapped children through
the schools. Child Find is a
continuous effort to identify
handicapped children who are
not in school or who are not in
a special education program.
"Parents are often not
aware of the range of services
offered by the local school
districts," said Superintendent of Public Instruction
Raymond Barber.
"In the past these services
were not available, or if they
Gena Lovett, Sharon were, the parents had to pay
Elizabeth Blodgett and David for them. Now, a variety of
Willoughby, all of Murray, special educational programs
have recently been inducted are available at no cost to
into the Murray State Univer- parents," he said.
An appropriate program is
sity chapter of the Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman determined individually for
each handicapped child by a
honor society.
Miss Lovett, the daughter of team of the parents and
Mr. and Mrs. Lamon Lovett, educators.
Several options can be exer1507 Dudley Dr., is a freshman
elementary education major. cised. If the child's handicap
She is also active in the Alpha is mild, the program might be
Delta Pi social sorority and specialized help in the regular
the Student National Educa- classroom. The child, on the
other hand, might leave the
tion Association.
Miss Blodgett, the daughter regular class for short periods
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. of time for special instruction
Blodgett, 1636 Main St., is a in a resource room.
If the child's handicap is
freshman communication
disorders major. She is also more involved, the child might
active in the Gamma Beta Phi spend part or all of the day in a
honor 'society, the Murray special class but still parState Wind Ensemble, the ticipate in the regular
Murray State Symphonic physical education program
Band,and the Communication and other school activities.
The amount of time spent in
Disorders Club.
Willoughby, 16211
/
2 Farmer a special program depends on
Ave., is a freshman accoun- the child's individual needs.
ting major. He is also active in As much as possible, children
the Murray State chapter of stay with their classmates, exthe Alpha Kappa Psi business cept at times when they need
the special help of the
fraternity.
Alpha Lambda Delta is an resource room or special
honorary organization which class.
scholastic
Children with more severe
encourages
achievement. It is open to any handicaps may need to attend
freshman with a minimum of special day schools for han15 hours in his first semester dicapped children or, if
and maintains a 3.5 grade necessary, receive instruction
at residential schools. This is
point average.
The 28 initiates were in- provided at public expense for
ducted into the Murray State school-age children after
chapter at its annual initiation parents and educators deterceremonies. Special cer- mine together that the cbild's
tificates are also presented to educational needs require
32 seniors in recognition of such a program.
-We have come a long way
their maintence of a 3.5 grade
point average.
in meeting the educational
needs of children, in particular those with handicaps,"
said Barber.
Persons wanting more information about programs for
handicapped children should
contact their local school
district or the Kentucky
More than 400 junior high Department of Education,
and high school students from Bureau of Education for ExWest Kentucky, Illinois and ceptional Children, Frankfort,
Tennessee are expected to Ky. 40601.
participate in the annual exhibit of crafts at Murray State
University May 8 and 9.
Project and written competitions will be held in eight
industrial education areas in
the event, sponsored each
year by the College of InTVA Board Chairman S.
dustry and Technology at the
David Freeman will answer
university. These areas are:
Architecture drawings and telephone calls from the
models; jeneral drafting; public on the agency's toll-free
electrical, metals, leather, Citizen Action Lines on
plastics, graphic arts and Wednesday, May 7,from 3 to 4
p.m.(EDT).
wood working.
The toll-free number for
The participants are
scheduled to register their Tennessee residents is 1-800projects from 9 a.m. until 6 362-9250. Residents in Georgia,
p.m. Thursday, May 8, with Alabama, Kentucky, North
the judging scheduled to begin Carolina, Mississippi, and
Virginia can call TVA toll-free
at 7 p.m.
Model car races are by dialing 1-800-251-9242. The
scheduled for 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. local number in Knoxville for
Friday, followed by a two- the service is 632-4100.
TVA opened the Citizen Achour period during which the
public will have an opportuni- tion Lines in October 1978 so
that the public could obtain
ty to view the projects.
The annual awards answers to questions about
ceremony, the top award uf TVA activities and offer comwhich is a $100 Murray State ments and suggestions on
University scholarship, is agency programs. Calls are
scheduled for 11:45 a.m. Fri- normally answered by six
day. The projects may be specially trained information
picked up any time after 12:30 coordinators, but TVA
management personnel frep.m. that day.
Coordinating the event is quently take calls as one of
Dr. Eddie Adams, an several ways they keep in conassociate professor of in- tact with public comments
and concerns about TVA.
dustry and technology.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Since
1977, public schools in Kentucky and across the nation
have been responsible for providing educational programs
for all school-age children, including those with handicaps.
The Kentucky Department
of Education has targeted
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Program To Speed Up Energy
Systems Development In State

State Department Of
Education Sets May
As Child Find Month

BLUEGRASS BEDDING
FACTORY OUTLET
ilrreoulor
Platemah 69c
May Sth-lOth
4120 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

111. 116
a
PLANTING TREE - The forestry service donated severa
trees to Cub Scout Pack 73. The trees were planted in
Hazel. Planting one of the trees are Joey Dillon (planting),
Jeff Holmes and Kevin Ealev (both standing).

Pope John Paul Carries
Pilgrimage To Congo
By VICTOR L. SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer
BRAZZAVILLEE Congo
Republic AP — Pope John
Paul II today expressed sorrow for the nine persons
trampled to death at a Mass in
Zaire, then carried his
pilgrimage to the Congo
Republic to urge the nation's
Marxist leaders not to interfere in the work of the
Roman Catholic Church.
The pontiff crossed the muddy Congo River by ferry from
Zaire earlier today to begin
the second stop on his African
tour.
In remarks prepared for a
meeting with the Congolese
president, the pope called the
church "a spiritual- institution" that "transcends
national boundaries." He said
it has a mission of saving souls
while the state's task is to
keep order in society. A
realization of this difference,
the pontiff said, will prevent
confusion and conflict in
church-state relations.
He sounded a similar note in
a homily prepared for
delivery at an open-air mass
in Brazzaville.
have no doubt that the
authorities will continue to
give you genuine freedom of
religion, as well as the
possibility to work as good
citizens for the development of
your country," the homily
said.
The pontiff arrived here to a
joyous welcome from Congolese Catholics and the tolling bells of the Sacre Coeur
Cathedral.
After a five-hour stop in the
Congo, the pope was flying
back to Zaire for an overnight
stay in Kisangani, the chief city in northern Zaire.
The Congo, a former French
colony now run by a military
regime, has an estimated
600,000 Roman Catholics
among its population of 15
million. In March 1977 the archbishop of Brazzaville, Cardinal Emile Biayenda, was
murdered, apparently by
relatives of President Marien
Ngouabi, who was killed in a
coup a few days earlier. But
the Vatican says church-state
relations have improved considerably since then.
In Kinshasa, Zaire's capital,
the fatalities occurred Sunday
when the iron gates to the
plaza in front of the People's
Palace were opened at dawn
and the huge crowd rushed
forward. Hospital officials
said seven women and two

Commission To
Present Landmark
Certificates
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Heritage Commission will present landmark
certificates to owners of approximately 100 historic properties in Campbell County.
The program is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Thursday, May
15, at the University Center
located on the campus of Northern Kentucky University.
The presentation is one of the
commission's activities to be
held during May — Historic
Preservation Month.
According to Nina Head,
coordinator of the landmark
certifittite program for the
commission, the sites were
among those surveyed by the
Heritage Commission staff in
1978. The certificate
recognizes the historical, architectural -and cultural
merits of a site

children died in the crush.
"People just swept in,"
trampling others underfoot,
said Sister Gertrude Kosecka,
a Polish missionary in Zaire
for 40 years who was caught in
the crush and suffered chest
injuries.
The pope was not told of the
deaths until later and went
ahead with the Mass, which he
celebrated on the white concrete steps of the building. But
an evening program of folk
dancing and' other native
entertainment was canceled
at his request.
The Mass lasted five hours,
and during it the pope consecrated eight new bishops, including seven Africans from
Zaire, Burundi and Sudan and
a French-Canadian missionary living in Djibouti.
Seated on an ebony throne
about 50 feet from President
Mobutu Sese Seko, Zaire's
authoritarian leader, John
Paul urged the new bishops to
speak out on the "ethical
aspects of society each time
that the fundamental rights
and liberties of people and the
common good demand it."
There was no visible reaction
from Mobutu.
The crowd roared in approval when the pope shifted
from English and French to
give greetings in four local
dialects: Lingala, Swahili,
Tshiluba and Kikongo.
Since his arrival in Zaire
last Friday at the start of a
six-nation tour, the Polishborn pope has been met with
an overwhelmingly enthusiastic reception. His
bodyguards have had a hard
time containing the crowds,
which blocked his path during
a visit Saturday to a lepers'
hospital on the banks of the
Congo River.
John Paul, making the second visit to Africa by a pope,
moves on to Kenya Tuesday
and then to Ghana, Upper
Volta and the Ivory Coast. The
Vatican estimates there are 53
million Roman Catholics
among the 440 million people
Of Africa.

Smith One Of
Three Accepted
To Vet School

The
FRANKFORT, Ky
development of Innovative
energy systems in Kentucky
will be speeded up under a
new permit-coordination program instituted by the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, Secretary Jackie
Swigart said.
Environmental permits for
power generation, alcoholfuels production and coalpreparation plants will be
coordinated by the Office of
Policy and Program Analysis
during the experimental program,she said.
Howliver, businesses will
continue to apply from the
Natural Resources Department's divisions for permits
as they have in the past, she
emphasized.
The new departmental procedure will enable comprehensive review of construction plans without requir-

ing businesses to complete
more paperwork, she said.
Because the information will
be stored in a computer, the
department will also be able to
track an individual permit and
determine its stage of processing. That should aid in
locating processing delays,
Swigart said.
"The pilot project is the first
phase of the department's

for the department to ens
that all appropriate e
virorunental laws are obey
ahe said
The permit-cootdinati
procedure will assure
projects are evaluated by
department on the basis
their overall environmen
impact rather than a narro
spectrum of only air, water
solid waste," Swigart said.

is

For Journalism Workshop

Enrollment Deadline Set

Students and teachers who
intend to enroll in the one-day
high school journalism
workshop at Murray State
University May 16 should
register no later than May 7.
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
chairman of the sponsoring
Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television and a codirector of the workshop, said
they may register or obtain

additional information by calling his office at (5021762-2387.
Scheduled from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m., the workshop will include discussion groups and
work sessions for high school
editors, news writers, feature
writers, sports writers,
photographers, yearbook
staffs, advertising staffs,
advertising managers and
salespersons, broadcasters,

and advisers.
Speakers will include bet
professional practitioners an
Murray State faculty and sta
members.
Tom Farthing, adviser t
the Murray State News and
workshop co-director, said th
fee is $4 for each student, an
with no charge to advisers
who will be guests of ti
university.
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Great Gift Ideas for Mom!
A Step-Saver for Everyone!
Wireless 2-Station FM Intercom
By Realistic.

Personal Cassette Recorder-For Family, Business or School
CTR-48 by Realistic

VISA
CHARGE I7
A/TOST STORES

Save

f. •

-

40%
• "Beep' Call Tone
• Lighted Talk-Bar
• Adjustable Squelch

41"

Reg. 69.95

and talk
Nothing to install—Just plug into AC.
speak.
to
Talk-Bar
press
Just
easy-to-use —
squelch
and the Lock -Bar to listen FM and
combine to reduce static 43-212

Save
40%

41

Req. 69.95

CaPture family events on tape, record -talking
letters," use it to learn a new language Auto-leve
recording, Auto-Stop, pause control and built-it'
mike With earphone, carrying case
Batteries
14.8o2

What a System! Cassette and 8-Track Recorders,
AM/FM Stereo, 3-Speed Changer, Speakers!
Clarinette. -100 by Realistic

26995

Save 50

Reg. 319.95

Play pre-recoroec cassettes and 8-tracks, record your own from
phono or radio—even make 8-track copies of cassettes and
cassette copies of 8-tracks Both decks have automatic recording
level Separate bass and treble controls. With dust cover, 19" high
speaker systems 13-1206 Tapes not included

Save
30%

Wake Up to Music!
AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronornatic*-117 by Realistic

Roger Smith, 21, a senior at
Murray State University from
Murray, is one of three
students who have been .accepted for the study of
veterinary- medicine at other
institutions this fall.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert Honchul, Route 2,
Murray, Smith will enroll at
Ohio State University at Columbus in beginning his four
years of graduate study.
An honor student while at
Murray High School, he has a
triple major - in agriculture,
biology and chemistry - and
has been on the dean's list
every semester he has been at
the university.
He holds honor society
membership in Alpha Chi,
Gamma Beta Phi, the TrBeta Biological Society and as
a freshman was a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta. He also
is a member of the PreVeterinary and Agriculture
Clubs.
Also accepted for veterinary
medicine study and both
scheduled to enroll at Auburn
University, Auburn, Ala., next
fall are William Stanley
Rogers, Jr.. 22, of Princeton,
and Ann Austin Ayer, 23, of
Fulton

overall effort to improve the
adrriuustrabor of its permitting programs," she noted.
The experimental program
will begin in mid-May and continue "until sufficient information
collected to determine the benefits of the
system," she added.
If the project proves successful, it will be easier for
permit applicants as well as

88 Reg.

27

39.95

Great-looking radio wakes you to AM. FM or a buzzer Sleep switch
gives you a timed serenade—take up to 2 hours to relax and fall
1
2"
asleep before it automatically shuts off Radio features 3/
speaker, lighted slide-rule dial and earphone lack 12-1522

Miniature Quartz LCD Alarm Clock—
A Real "Traveler's Aid"
By Micronta*

Give Mom Her Very Own
French-Style Telephone
By Radio Shack

Fits Purse
or Pocket

39

95

Perfect for travel and business tpps. The liquid
crystal display is always ''on," but its low current
drain assures long battery life. Shows hours,
minutes and AM/PM. Snooze control. With,case
and battery. 113-1116

Reg. 59.95
A classy conversation piece with gold
-trimmed
elegance and a French flair With modular plug
FCC approved White 43-326

WHEREVER YOU LIVE WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
A Div,Si0NO

T ANDY, CORVONA •

9:30-7:00
Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.
CLOSED SUN.

Most items
also a..ailable

Shack
Dealers
Look tO'r this
Radio
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SOUTHERN KITCHENS COOKING SCHOOL
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• ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES!
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Thursday, May 8th 7:00 P.M.
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium
I
I

FREE

*Free Admission*

Gift Bag For All!

With Ticket Only

I
1 Plenty Of Fun...
I And Prizes For Everyone
Murray Appliance Microwave Cookware Set OtaSCO 34 Piece Melamine Set (Set of 8)
Ward Elkins Coffeemaker & Popcorn Popper Showcase 2 place setting "Bamboo" Flatware
Wild Raspberry Center Piece
Goodyear 2 Hamilton Beach Mixers
Big K 1 Set Corningwore
Donna's Needlepoint Needlework Kit

„Pruit
esti

ry I
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-—

an*
0
411,-eso

001
aft!

/TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT:
Murray Ledger & Times
Peoples Bank
Murray Appliance
Bank of Murray
Ward Elkins
West Ky. Appliance
Wild Raspberry
Donna's Needlepoint
Showcase
Roses
Big John's
Murray Home & Auto
Kmart
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ME]
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for all studer
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mencement e:
ray State Uni
10 will be he
Lovett Audit
campus at 12:

Murray Ledger & Times Free Subscription
Roses $10.00 Gift Certificate
West Ky. Appliance Microwave Stoneware Casserole
Murray Home & Auto T-fal non stick skillet
Murray Sewing Center Button Hole Attachment

NURSING
The Departr.
at Murray Si
will hold its 5
lion Ceremony
p.m. in the ;
Auditorium. A
invitation only.

Parker's Market
D&T Warehouse Foods
Coast To Coast Hardware
Dunn's Furniture
Goodyear
Big K
Otasco
Owen's Food Market
IGA
Murray Sewing
Purdom's Inc.
Storey's Food Giant

Co-Sponsored By
‘411
.17.'1001..

Mierray
Ledger & Times
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Union Employees Begin
Returning To Work At
Louisville IH Plant

Weekend Accidents Kill Six
Including Groom At Downs

LOUISVILLF, Ky. (AP) —
Union employees began returning to work today at the International Harvester plant in
Louisville.
More than 3,600 workers,
most represented by two
Locals of the United Auto
Workers, ratified their contracts two weeks ago but
stayed off the job until craft
new
approved
unions
A 6-month-old girl was killed
agreements.
early Saturday in a two-car
Members of several unions
crash in Trigg County. State
about 500
representing
police said Armey M. Sweatt
MAW FRAUD PREVENTION — Lanny Miller, center,Federal Postal Inspector and conHarvester craftsmen voted
of rural Gracey was a
sumer protection specialist from Cincinnati, recently spoke to the Murray High School
overwhelmingly Sunday to acpassenger in one of the cars incareer college class and consumer education classes taught by Sally Crass, right.
cept the company's latest convolved in the accident on U.S.
Miler, who is involved in a federal program to help protect the public from fraudulent
tract offers, said James Hus68, about seven miles east of
band, a spokesman for the
mail order operations, showed the students examples of medical quackery, hair
Cadiz.
Falls Cities Carpenters
growth Frotions, dietetic mouth sprays and weight loss gadgets which have been
Sweatt was a passenger in a
District Council Local 64. The
proven fraudulent. In photo Crass and Miller talk with Robert Jeffrey. superintendent
car driven by James J. White,
council represents about 130
of Murray City Schools.
AccorPembroke.
Route
2,
53,
Harvester carpenters and
ding to Kentucky State Police
millwrights.
reports, White's car was eastAlthough the two large UAW
bound when it apparently
locals voted with other locals
crossed the center line and
across the country to end a
collided with a vehicle driven
172-day national strike against
by James A. Leet, Ownesboro.
Harvester two weeks ago,
White's car left the road and
their members refused to
struck an embankment.
cross the picket lines of the
Leet was treated and releasBy LOUISE COOK
A. Probably. There are are &yen large doses 01 the crafts workers.
A. "Most human cancers
ed at Trigg County Hospital.
"The picket lines are down.
Associated Press Writer
about 30 substances known to suspected carcinogens. Peoare
probably
caused
in
part
by
Also injured in the White vehicause cancer in humans; ple are exposed to much We are telling our people to
Everything
does
environmental
factors,the
Caution:
cle were Oralee H. White, 57,
health service says. Cancer- almost all of them cause smaller amounts. Doesn't that report to work in the mornRoute 2, Pembroke, who was NOT cause cancer.
ing," said Charles Skaggs, semessage
comes
from
causing
agents — also called cancer in laboratory animals mean the tests are invalid?
That
treated and released at Trigg
A. No. Millions of people cond vice president of Local
Health Service of
carcinogens — include natural as well. There are several
County Hospital, and Herbert the Public
of Health, and man-made chemicals, X- hundred other chemicals that may be exposed to low doses 1336.
Hester, 44, Route 1, Gracey, the Department
Harvester spokeswoman ViEducation and Welfare — the
rays, sunlight and certain are under suspicion — we of a possible cancer-causing
viruses. Most chemicals, know that they cause cancer agent. But scientists can't test vian Sallie said Sunday that
same agency that frequently
warns people about the things
however, are not car- in animals; we are less sure millions of mice to see what ef- all the unions had ratified
that DO cause cancer.
cinogenic, according to the about what happens to people. fect a low dose of a particular their contracts and "we ex"Nevertheless," says the substance would have. The pect to be back to normal proIt is designed to ease some
government experts.
of the fears that people feel
Q. How long does it take for health service, "materials high doses simply mean that duction tomorrow with the
when they read and hear
cancer to develop once so- that cause cancer in one mam- any potential cancer-causing first shift."
Federal mediator Charles
meone has been exposed to a malian species are usually effects are much more likely
almost daily reports of
found to cause cancer in other to be detected in small groups Baumgardner Jr. said he met
agents
in
the
cancer-causing
carcinogen?
SEDALIA — The body of a the car was abandoned."
of rodents because the cancer with the unions representing
A. It usually takes species."
Kentucky State Police food they eat, the air they
Fancy Farm man was
machinists, carpenters, elecQ. The test animals usually rate is sharply increased.
somewhere between 5 years
discovered about 12:30 p.m. detectives Jolt. NolM and Sam breathe and the places they
and
40
years.
Cancers
of
the
work.
Renfrew
requested
of
his
anyone
Saturday in the trunk
liver, lung or gall bladder
— One of every four
abandoned automobile near with information about the inwhich are caused by exposure
cident to call post one head- Americans can expect to get
Sedalia.
to vinyl chloride, asbestos or
cancer," says the Public
According to Graves County quarters in Mayfield.
benzidine may not show up for
The body was taken to Health Service. "But the
Coroner Joe Sanders, Rodney
30 years.
Alton Crooks,25, Route 1, Fan- Western Baptist Hospital outlook is not hopeless...."
Q. How do scientists decide
cy Farm, died of multiple where an autopsy is schedul- • To get its message across,
which substances ar.e
the health service has
knife wounds to the chest and ed.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Crooks was a Carlisle Coun- prepared a 14-page booklet, dangerous?
neck area.
King, who took a leave of College, Perlunson, MississipA. The most common way is John Y. BroWn Jr. has named
The car was believed to ty native and graduated from "Everything Doesn't Cause
absence from Ford's staff to pi, and attended the George
to test potential carcinogens Jim King, a veteran state and work with Brown's
have been abandoned about Carlisle County High School in Cancer." It's available, at no
legislative_ Pepperdine College in Los
on laboratory animals, mainly federal government ad- team during the 1980
6:30 a.m. Saturday. Crooks 1972. He was employed at the charge,from Dept.650H at the
General Angeles after graduating from
for
Information
ministrator,
chief
of
staff
Consumer
Because
the
mice
and
rats.
was seen last about 6 p.m. Fri- Goodyear plant in Union City,
Assembly,joined Brown at the the Elba High School, Elba
Colo.,
81009.
natural
cabinet
liaison.
Center,
Pueblo,
rodents
have
a
short
day, a Kentucky State Police Tenn.
announcement in the Gover- Alabama.
King, who has more than
The booklet provides ques- lifetime, cancers show up
Survivors include his father,
spokesman said.
In 1972, he served as a con
nor's office.
twenty years experience in
tions and answers about
relatively quickly.
The vehicle was discovered Billy, Route 1, Arlington.
King and his wife, sultant to Ernst and Ernst, St.
Q. Just because something budgetary and administrative Geraldine, formerly
Funeral arrangements are cancer and what causes it.
by a farmer looking for a stray
of Louis, Missouri on a study of
causes cancer in mice, does fields, has been chief ad- Harlan, currently live in Spr- state central purchasing in Ilcow, Sanders said. He added incomplete at the Milburn Here are some highlights:
cancer?
Q.
What
causes
that
mean
it
is
bad
for
people?
ministrative
assistant
to
U.S.
Funeral Home.
the trunk was open.
ingfield, Virginia.
linois.
Senator Wendell H. Ford since
Sanders said he felt Crooks
From April, 1973 to
King received a certificate
October, 1975.
"was killed somewhere else
in public administration from September, 1974. King served
From April, 1973, to the Southern Regional Train- as Executive Director for the
and driven to the spot where
December, 1974, King served ing Program after study at the State Office for Policy and
in a number of top ad- University of Alabama, Management in the DepartBy GEORGE GEDDA
prisoners, has complained
April, U.S. officials said.
COMMENCEMENT
ministrative positions under
• Associated Press Writer
In Friday's brawl, about long delays in the proUniversity of Tennessee and , ment for Finance and AdMEETING
then Governor Ford,including the
WASHINGTON
AP) — American diplomats in cessing of their visa applicaA commencement meeting
University of Kentucky. ministration. Here his responcommissioner of the Exfor all students who plan to Citing what it calls an "in- Havana said, busloads of tions.
He has a masters degree in sibilities included prepa,alion
ecutive Department for
‘
situa- security agents attacked a
Department
State
participate in the May Com- tolerable and dangerous
political science and a year of and execution of the eAecutive
Finance and Administration
Anita
course work toward a doc- budget, state planning, policy
mencement exercises at Mur- tion," the United States is large group of Cubans, mostly spokeswoman
and
vice
well
as
secretary
as
torate from the University of evaluation and aebt-manageray State University on May closing its visa office in Cuba former political prisoners, Stockman reiterated Sunday
chairman of the Governor's
Alabama and has a bachelor ment.
10 will be held on May 6 in after Friday's melee, which who had gathered at the U.S. the U.S. position that the
Executive Cabinet.
Prior to 1973, King held a
of science degree in education
Lovett Auditorium on the has left 380 Cubans stranded Interests Section in the one- Cuban government was
Brown said that King will from the University of number of top positions in
inside the U.S. diplomatic mis- time American Embassy to responsible for the delays.
campus at 12:30 p.m.
serve as his principal policy Alabama.
sion there.
Granma, a Cuban governseek visas. Fifteen people
State Government, University
with cabinet
liaison
NURSING CEREMONY
The decision Sunday will cut were injured,five seriously.
ment newpaper, said SaturHe has an associate arts of Kentucky and Eastern Kencoorwill
secretaries
and
The Department of Nursing off legal immigration to the
Under U.S. guidelines for day this allegation was a
degree from Perkinson Junior tucky State University.
dinate the various cabinet
at Murray State University
United States from Cuba but immigration from Cuba, "cynical lie." It added that
level programs with the
will hold its Senior Recogni- will not affect the illegal former political prisoners are Friday's large gathering in
Governor's office.
tion Ceremony on May 9 at 7 sealift operation that has given preferential treatment. front of the interests section
Brown said that his chief adp.m. in the Student Center
brought more than 12,600 But the group that massed at was -evidently organized" by
ministrative assistants, Don
Auditorium. Admission is by
Cubans to Florida from the the interests section Friday, the United States and was
Mills and Roy Stevens will
invitation only.
port city of Mariel since mid- which included 250 former therefore a "new provocacontinue their current duties,
• - tion."
including Governor's office
In explaining the U.S. decimanagement and working
sion to close the visa office in
with agencies on day-to-day
Havana, Ms. Stockman said
administrative details.
the "present situation, with its
"Jim King is recognized as
lack of security or protection
one of the state's best adfor people who have
ministrators and his
legitimate business with us is
knowledge of state governintolerable and dangerous.
ment will be a valuable addi"The United States cannot
tion to the highly qualified
continue to operate these proIndividually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
team that now makes up the
grams without the guarantees
Governor's office staff.
and cooperation of Cuban
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee
"I was greatly impressed
authorities." Diplomatic funcJim's judgement,
with
tions not related to the issuing
knowledge and temperament
of visas will continue, she
when he worked closely with
said.
me during the 1980 General
When the fighting erupted
Assembly. I feel that he fits
Friday, many of the visaseeking Cubans fled the scene, ideally into the mold of
dedicated, well-intended,
but some 450 others escaped to
quality people I have attempsafety inside the sevemstory,
ted to bring into our manageseafront building which servment team."
ed as the embassy until
diplomatic relations were
INDUSTRY AND
broken in 1961. It was reopenTECHNOLOGY
ed as the interests section in
An industry and technology
1977.
Since Friday, about 70 exhibit by middle school and
Cubans have voluntarily left high school students in the
the mission. The remainder region will be held at Murray
have rejected a Cuban govern- State University on May 8 and
ment offer for safe passage to 9 in the Beshear Gymnasium
their homes. Some have vow- of the Student Center. Project
riewing open to the public will
ed to stay inside the building
until they are assured a flight be on May 9 beginning at 6
p.m.
out of the country.
•••••••••••
1.11010.
The United States has
ROTC
granted the 380 temporary
The 111Ln-ay State Universi• refuge and Ms. Stockman said
CALL JACKSON, TN, TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
they would be housed and fed ty ROTC Commissioning
until there is a negotiated set- Ceremony will be heldma M2.y
IN TENNESSEE
OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
tlement. The administration 9 at 8 p.m. in Room 226 of
does not know when an agree- Stewart Stadium. The
ment will be worked out, she ceremony is open to the
public.
said.
By The Associated Press
Weekend traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways 14,11ed
six people, including a groom
who was struck and killed by a
hit and run dnver near Churchill Downs, acccording to
state police reports.
The deaths raised Kentucky's traffic toll for the year
to 198, compared with 268
through the same period a
year ago.
Two people were killed Sunday night in a two-vehicle accident near Prestonsburg, according to police reports. The
victims were identified as
Debbie Clark, 17, and 29-yearold Donald Duty, both of the
Johnson County community of
West Van Lear.
The accident occurred on
U.S n about one mile north of
Prestonsburg. No other
details of the accident were
immediately available.
Two passengers in Clark's
car were taken to the
Highlands Regional Medical
Center. One of the victims, an
unidentified infant, was listed
in good condition. Donna
Blair, Clark's grandmother,
was listed in serious condition.
There were no passengers in
Duty's vehicle.
Police in Louisville were
seeking the driver of a car

which tut Chester Phillips, 29,
early Saturday morning.
Witnesses told police that
Phillips, whose address was
unknown, was playing Frisbee
in the middle of a street about
3 a.m. EDT when he was hit by
a station wagon. He died about
an hour later at a local
hospital.

adnutteo to Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
A state police spokesman
declined to comment on
charges concerning the incident.
The infant's body was taken
to Babbage Funeral Home,
Hopkinsville.
A rural Artemus woman
died Saturday when her car
,.was struck by a train on
Cumberland Avenue in Barbourville. Officers identified
the victim as Ruby Hampton,
59.
Friday night, a single-car
crash claimed the life of
Earnest McDonald, 63, of
Lebanon, police said. The man
died when his car went off
Kentucky 49 in Marion County
and struck a tree.

Public Health Service Says That
Everything Doesn't Cause Cancer

Body Of Fancy Farm
Man Found In Trunk
Of Abandoned Car

Brown Names King As Chief
Of Staff For Cabinet Liaison

. 1;

U.S. Closes Cuba Visa Office

DENTURES
SAME DAY SERVICE

STANDARD

$69Ea.

PERSONALIZED

$89Ea.

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460

trictans, pipefitters an&
millwnghts in "all-day and
allrught- sessions Thursday
and Friday
According to craft-union
spokesmen, their members
were not striking for higher
wages. At issue were working
conditions, maintaning
benefits and "local issues"
that affected only small
groups of workers.
Harvester plants in other
states, which resumed production two weeks ago, have had
to Lay off people since then
because of the lack of parts
made in Louisville.
UAW wokers in eight state
struck the company six months ago. Ratification of the
contract ended the longest
strike against a major company in UAW history.

Researchers Say A
Few Pounds More
Might_Be Healthier
CHICAGO 1AP) — Thin
may be in — but a few pounds
more might be much
healthier, say researchers
who compared two weight
studies.
Overweight people long
have been known to have a
higher death rate than those of
average weight. But it now appears that underweight people
also have higher death rates
than people whose poundage is
Oerage, a group of researchers has concluded.
The researchers, in an article published in this week's
issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association, challenge a 1959 insurance companies study
which said the lower a person's weight,the lower his risk
of death.
Their conclusion was reached after they took information
on body build and blood
pressure collected from insurance companies in 1959,
and compared it with information gathered from a random
sample of 5,200 people in the
Boston suburb of Framingham from 1948 through
1972.
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All you can
eat,$1.99.
Daily 6-10 am

=LOIN

STOCKADE
Bel Air Center

Now Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few

Days of the Month

Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
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FOR RESULTS

Dead Leader Brought To Belgrade

Tito's Body Will Lie In State
By IVAN STEFANOVIC
Associated Press Writer
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
i AP - The body of President
Josip Broz Tito, the World
War II hero who forged his
own brand of decentralized
commumsrn and preserved
Yugoslavia's independence
from the Soviet Union for
more than 30 years, was being
brought to Belgrade today to
lie in state until funeral ser% ices Thursday.
l'he last surviving founder
of the Third World movement
of non-aligned countries, Tito
died Sunday afternoon in the
hospital in Ljubljana, capital
of the Slovenian Republic in
northwest Yugoslavia, where
he had been a patient nearly
four months. Born on May 7,
1892, he would have been 88 on

Wednsday
The government ordered
seven days of national mourning and prepared for an influx
of foreign leaders for the state
funeral The body was being
brought to Belgrade by special
train and was to he in state in
the Federal Parliament
building Burial was to be near
the Museum of the Revolution
in a Belgrade suburb.
Although Yugoslays mourned the only leader many of
them had ever known, his
death had been expected for
several months, and the two
collective leadership groups
he put together to succeed turn
as president and head of the
Communist Party were
already in firm control of the
government and the party
Lazar Kolisevski. the 66-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DOWN
ACROSS
Answer to Saturday 's Puzzle
I Hop Mus
1 High card
4 Exclamation
2 Lengthier
6 Toward the
3 Preposition
left
4 - and haws
11 ice chest
5 Rugged crest
13 Fleets
6 Beasts
15 Printers
7 Moccasin
measure
8 Egg-shaped
16 Land of the
9 State Abbr
tree
10 Gentle
18 Compass pt .12 Scale note
19 Proceed
14 Leaks
21 Stalk
17 Communists
22 Mine vein
20 German river
24 Zeus's
23 Conjunction
belay ea
24 Chinese
26 Kind of
measure
53 Hart
- cheese
25 Later
39 Slumbering
57 Latvian cur
28 Corded cloth 27 Post
41 Verve
,ency
29 Girl s name
30 Greenland
43 Elves
31 Thick slice
settlement
58 Samarium
44 Latin consymbol
33 Rupees
junction
32 Wire nail
I abbr
60 Paid notices
35 Send forth
46 Digraph
34 Repetition
62 State Abbr
37 Great Lake
48 "Aida," e g
36 Father
38 Savor
51 Golf mounds 64 Pronoun
38 Continent
1 2 3 El4 5
6 7 3 9 10 1.1
Abbr
40 Title
11
12
13
14
42 Big
45 Peer Gynt's
• mother
19 20
21
062
;
13
47 Nimbus
24
25
26
49 Force
27
211
50 Land map
31
30
29
32
52 Dozes
54 Diphthong
11111ii
41%35
36
37
55 Faroe Islands
34 39
41
42
whirlwind
56 Kites
a
47
a
a
59 College deg
so
2
52
61 Iterate
ss
54
ti
63 Crashed
55 1se 57
sa
65 Glue
66 Silver symbol 61
63
67 Worm
65
a
•67
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year-old president of the
Macedonian Republic, was
sworn in as "president of the
presidency," a title that will
rotate annually among a nineman collective made up of
of
representatives
Yugoslavia's sI.x republics,
two autonomous provinces
and the Communist Party.
Steven Doronjski, 61, a Serb
from the autonomous province
of Vojvodina, was expected to
become party president. He
will share his power with 23
other members of the party
presidium representing the
republics and the autonomous
provinces.
Tito, elected president-forlife in 1974, devised the two
collective leadership groups
and gave a large amount of
autonomy to the regional
governments in an effort to
keep the centuries-old
rivalries and hatreds among
the Serbs, Croats, Slovenes,

BOS0111115, Macedonians and
other fiercely nationalist
ethnic groups from wrecking
the national unity his donunant leadership and personality created and held together.
Foreign leaders of all
political faiths united in paying homage to one of World
War II's last surviving heroes
President Carter termed him
"a towering figure on the
world stage," while the Soviet
leadership hailed him as "the
outstanding leader of the communists and all workers of
Yugoslavia, and a leading
figure of the international
communist and wortkers'
movement."
Carter also praised Tito's
"resolute determination to
maintain Yugoslavia's independence," a reference to
his break with Stalin in 1948,
while Moscow Television
praised his "struggle against
coland
imperialism
onialism.'

Rescue Would Be 'Cakewalk'
rescue helicopters was by no
means fatal to the mission.
The pilot, who asked not to
be identified, was one of six
men from the air station who
joined two other Marine pilots
from a West Coast installation
to man the eight helicopters.

RALEIGH, N.C. (API One of the pilots involved in
the unsuccessful attempt to
rescue the Americans held
hostage in Tehran says he
regrets the mission was
canceled because it "would
have been a cakewalk."
The pilot, who was stationed
He made the remarks in an
at the New River Marine Air interview published Sunday in
Station near Jacksonville, the Raleigh News and
said the loss of three of eight Observer.
Planners decided to abort
the mission after three
helicopters became disabled,
saying that at least six were
Subscribers who hove not needed to rescue the
received their home-delivered Americans who have been
copy of The Murray ledger & Times by held hostage since last
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by November.
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
"My regret is that we did
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. not complete this mission. It
end 6 p.m., Mooday *rough Friday, or would have been easy," the
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sakirdays.
pilot said. He said he and
A circulation department em- several
bther pilots were conployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery fident the mission could have
of your newspaper. Calls must been completed with only five
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or- helicopters.
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee "We had come so close not
to have done what we came to
delivery.
The regular business office do ... But the discussion was
hours of The Murray ledger & Times- not long and the boss told the
ore 8 am. lo 5 p.n., Monday crew of one of the helicopters
through Friday and 8 a.m. to nook. to get out of the bird and
prepare to destruct_ .
Saturdays.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

BEFORE WE BEGIN
MA1? I 45K HOW YOU
INTEND TO PALI:7

I HAVE A 61F1
CERTIFICATE!
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CH NANCY---I
HAVE THAT
QUARTER I OWE
YOU
JUST
PITCH
IT TO
ME

HOFFMAN'S
NURSERY
Now epee
Ivory Dray

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

Cnnannons

Azonnies

World Electrical
Designs
Introduces

M.R.B.

Reward at $200 will be given
to any person or persons furnishing information leading to
the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons who took
items from the cottages in the
Johnny Reed sectiorr on Kentucky Lake. Any person having
information may contact
Sheriff Max Morns at his office.

Lain&

Early Bird
Special
scorn Turf
Budder or

Starks
Hardware
Poplar Sts
153-127,7

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

We BuySell-Trade
-Pawn

FOR SALE
135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

GUNS
We buy and sell
sew& used

We Pay
Cosh For
GOLD- 10K, 14K, 16k,
18k, 22k; SILVER COINS
1964 and
before;
STERLING

Vernon's
Western Store

ROGER'S
GUN SHOP
Lop prices

Pawrithop

753-3309

Bible Facts, Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
n the date you specify you
ust adhere to the following
deadlines. An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
ith the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled
before publication you will
need to contact us by 8 AM
-that morning in order for it not
40 appear in that days edtion.
Country Way Cafe, 121 South at
Cherry Corner. Specials of the
week. Picnic Pak; 16 pcs. of
chicken, $5.75. 4 pc. Chicken
Dinner, $2.50. Kentucky lake
Fiddlers. $2.75. 21 pc. Shrimp
Dinner, $3.15. 753-9163.
EDITH SlEDD
is now working at Potty
Ann's Salon and Nair
Styles. For appointment
coil
753-3 1 9 1

1.11oron
PONNOS
Ono °Mons,

dogrel • S
SOW*,
iii

keiieyes iona ix short term
For information write
no
BOO 102 Murray Kentucky
Money Bock Guarantee

AM/FM stereo receiver
with cross or 8-track
player-recorder and
record change, plus
wide range speakers.
On sole now for$191.90 at Goodyear,
South 12th and Glendale. 753-0595.

OCCT,K
4:..-a. c- a'

Children grow up so
quickly Coll fur on op
pointment to capture
these precious days

Olympic Plaza
Flo occoni silver coin, sterlino inociod.ny
honor.I end pill items io madonna
movtl.endtso down' ti.o Ingnell
sooriet nilotos We also pay moil
yid end silver

5. Lost and Found
Lost in the vicinity of Erwin
Street, large long haired white
cat with large black tail, male,
neutered, collar with tag,
answers to the name Muffin.
Call 753-1323 or 753-2275_
St. Bernard, brown and white,
somewhere in Palestine community off 94 East. Answers to
the name Beni'. Reward! Call
474-2277.
Tinted eye glasses in brown.
case. Reward. Call 753-8266 Or
753-5743.

6. Help Wanted
Parttime piece work. Webster.
America's foremost dictionary
company needs home workers
to update local mailing lists.All
ages, experience unnecessary.
Send name, address, phone
number to Webster, 175 5th.
Ave, Suite 1101454M, New
York. NY 10010.
Would you like to work part
time and earn full time wages?
Call 753-0541 or 753-9486.

10.tus. Opportunity
44 x 321
/
2 Block and brick body
shop with ½ bath, city water,
on 1 acre, close to town,
$20,000. Call Spann Realty
and Associates, 753-7724.

13. For Sale or Trade
Established business in good
location. Limited low intelest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.

Sales Careers
For Men and Women
o-yys Feal,re

•nr

SARGE, BEETLE
SAID MV MEATBALLS
WERE LIKE RUBBER!

/I JUST SAID THE
TREAD ON THIS
ONE LOOKS A
LITTLE TO-IIN

It you are a hard worker with a successful work or selfemployment history we will invest our time and money
to help you become more suctessful
Sales experience is optional and our products are
non technical We give sales and products training in
the territory
We are manufacturing and selling to the
industrial institutional and commercial market Our successful sales
persons earn $20.000 to $55,000 yearly on a liberal

14 Want To Buy

20. Sports Equipment

Freezer bedroom suite, and
bleakfast set Call 753-7975
Old time ice box in good condition Call 753-9829 after 5 pm
Used weight lifting equipment
Metal plates only Call 753
9829
Want to buy Junk cars Call
4 74-8838 after Spin

NEC 5 stage 20 guage Shotgun
shell reloadef $75 Call 7536251 atter 5 pm

Would Ilk, to buy 'ring
set wit% slide. Coll 7537152 after S p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
Hotpoint frost-free refrigerator
and range for sale In excellent
condition Call 759-1286.
New Papasan chair (Bamboo)
with cushion, $150 Call 7537232.
Several pieces of Haviland
china. Rosalinde pattern Call
after 4 pm, 437-4239
Tappan side by side, 23 cubic
foot refrigerator, gold, $450.
Call 753-9758 after 5 pm or
weekends

19. Farm Equipment
Four row 1240 John Deere
planter in good condition: four
row thrifty cultivator, used very
little; 18.4, 34 duals; 110
gallon fuel tank, hand pump.
Call 753-1389 or 753-3966.
For sale. Like new 7000, 6-row.
John Deere planter Used only
on 400 acres. G & Y Farm
Center, 3 miles south of Murray
on U.S. 641. Phone 7594440.
Farmers: Our new John Deere
Service Department is now
open. John Deere parts and service now available six FULL
days each week during planting
and harvest seasons. G & Y
Farm Center, 3 miles south of
Murray on U.S. 641. Phone
759-4440
1975 14 HP fully automatic
Bolens lawn and garden tractor
mower, and all garden attachments. $1000 Call 7536251 after 5 pm
Must sell Now, all steel
buildings, 40x 72 x 14 $5.695.
F.O.B. also 40 x 48 x 14
$4.395. F.O.B. Call now 513278-4821
Nice John Deere 1240 4-row
planter with fertilizer and insecticide, double disc opener.
Also 1970 MF-300 combine,
both headers, extra clean, very
good condition, Call 492-8790
after 6 pm
Tobacco sticks for sale, 15t
each. Call 436-5838.
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USED M01111
your own hoc
lion Guarar
pletely reconi
14 wide (Fr
End Mobile Yi
West Paduca

28. Mob.

For rent 2
near Murray
pets Call 48(.
Nice 2 bedn
in small r
Couples $90
pm
Two bedroorr
3 miles east
Road, single
Call 759-163
Trailer for r
Dill at Dill's
trance to
Theatre
Two bedroc
adults, w
Highway 121
city limits
deposit Call
pm

30. Bush

1111011 Offhe.

Desk?
We have 24 extra good
used metal desks at o
good, low pricel

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy. 641 Nor-,
753-4566

Large bundles of slabwood
$5.00 loaded on truck. Cadiz
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY.
502-522-7994.
Pioneer car casette system, 20
watt amp, player with dolly,
graphic equalizer, . speakers.
Call 7511136.

27. Mobile Home Sales
. Short on cash but need a
mobile home now? We trade for
anything of value on down pay,
ment, (cars, boats, motorcycles,nding lawn mowers and
etc). Call Gary Byers, 527-1427,
Benton Ky.
1971 Trailer, gas, 2 redwood
decks, Call 759-1971 or 7533815

Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fife. Have your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience.
Home owned and o erated.

WE'VE
MOVED
OUR
SHIELD

ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA
AGAIN WE MUST APOLOGIZE to the

CALL COLLECT:
314-

Bearcat scanner. Cobra CB,
mobile or base. Call 759-1536.
Free garden manure. Plainview
Stables, 753-0959 or 7532294.

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

115s101.,

hundreds of families who have sent for
information from us FREE, we just don't
have enough SALES REPRESENTATIVES
to deliver the information you have
requested but we are trying. Representatives are urgently needed. If you
meet our qualifications:
1. We will train you
2. Direct to consumer in home sales.
3. Must have car.
4. High commissions.
S. Work mainly from appointments.

24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobill

Business
available t
Close to co
customer I
4109.

32. Apts

Embassy
bedroom. C
For sale or
. Westwood
bedroom,
room, kitcf
disposal,
hookup. Ca
pm.

Fl
Nice fi
ments f
college
and fall
swimr
priv leg
5865 dr
after E
Sunday.
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day or n

Professional Post Control-

wHAT WERE YOu EXPECTN6, 71-IE

GLiGHT OF THE BumEti_EBEE"

Phone /53-39i4

FOR DEPENDABLE

E,0 Box 30310

Arl I

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

Delta Foremost
Chemical Corp.
38230

2-rEiterminating

TERMITES

periods
Late model car reciuired Excellent fringe benefits and
profit sharing, management opportunity Send resume
to

Memphis. Tn

2-2. Musical
Automatic Sound Sanyo ST-C4N-AM-FM stereo casette. The
only quality unit we've found to
fit imported cars with no dash
alterations. $149 50 buys you
this unit completely installed
also a wide selection of
speakers_ LEACH'S MUSIC
SHOP, Paris Tn. 901-642-6463.
Good used piano, Excellent
condition. $100. 7515791 any
time,
Pre-owned Spinets, uprights,
console and baby grand pianos.
Priced from $90 up. New
pianos for rent LEACH'S
MUSIC Paris's first and formost
music store, For further information call 901-642-6463.

WE CONTROL

commission structure
Up to $300 per week salary plus $150 monthly expense allowance plus bonus during training

CAN sinu REALLY
PLAY THAT)

PAGE 13 'I

1915-14F-11
1974-Mf-li
4 Row Thn,
4 Row lohi
2 Row Men
1914-Mf-3I
1975-14f1
1966 Case
ford 30.1
2 Row Cell
2.1 arm Wa
7-915 TOP
1-6 Row 3
1976 Cher
1971 Dole

21
/
2 in#1
Kelly, 7

Our new

office
location is

522 W. Main
Come by to see us

We've Got the Shield
for You
PHONE
7S3-044S
SHIELD OF SHELTER

14160i

24x56
14x70
2x56 ;
14x56 ;
24136
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quipment
guage shotgun
75 Call 753-

USED MOBILE HOMES Own
your own home and tight inflation Guaranteed and completely reconditioned 10'. 12
14 wide (Free) Delivery West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West, Paducah, 442-1918.

Furnished apartments one or
two bedrooms also sleeping
rooms Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street
153 6609

STROUT Wan,INC
The 1.01.3 garca .••• ••.••••
be,Ina wee.•

Furnished efficiency apartment. two blocks from University $120 per month. $120
Mob. Home Rents deposit Call 753-9829
For rent 2 bedroom trailer, Quiet pretty one bedroom
near Murray city limits No apartments near downtown
pets Call 489-2611
$210 per month You pay elec
Nice 2 bedroom mobile home tric Call 753-6639
in small well kept court Two bedroom Apartment, stove
Couples $90 753-8216 after 5 and refrigerator, garbage
pm disposal Call 753-9240
Two bedroom trailer. furnished Two bedroom duplex. central
3 miles east out on Pottertown heat and air, no pets Call 153- The primaries - bah! It's time we star
Road, single or couple only 9741
looking for help in the yellow pages."
Call 759-1636
Two bedroom apartment, 2
Trailer for rent See Brandon baths, wall to wall carpet, cen37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court. en- tral heat and air, partial
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Drive-In
trance to Murray
utilities furnished 1414 Vine Two year old Charlarois bull
two cows with 4 month old
Theatre
Street
after 4
Two bedroom. one Of two Two bedroom duplex, brand calves, Call 753-6210
adults, water furnished new, no pets and deposit re pm
Highway 121 South, mile out of quired. Call 753-9400 after 7 Wheat straw for sale. 489BOYD- MORS
2630.
city limits $80 per month. $50 pm.
REAL ESTATE
deposit Call 753-5405 after 5
38. Pets-Supplies
7518080
33. Rooms for Rent
pm
TerAKC registered Yorkshire
Furnished room for rent, one rier stud service. 753-5865
-Professional Serviceb
mess Rental
3-0. M,With TFIL Friendl, Tour*"
block from MSU. Living room, days or 753-9586 nights.
kitchen, and laundry facilities.
POCKET PLEASER
Wall to wall carpet, air condi- AKC registered Great Dane
Mini
tioned Boys only. $55 per pups. Paducah. 443-3173.
3 B.R. home in exWarehouse
month. Call 7V-4638.
cellent condition; easy
Basic and Advanced dog obeto maintain; good
Storage Space
Rooms for Rent, One block dience classes and private inneighborhood near
from University. Boys or Girls. structions. Also tracking and
For Rent
School;
Carter
protection training. All breeds
Call 753-1812 or 759-4909.
economical utility
and ages from 2 months up
753:4751
Sleeping Rooms, living room Professional instructor, 436bills; immediate
and kitchen stove and 2858.
possession; affordable
Liv
week.
per
Business or office space refrigerator, $25
price.
Have your dog groomed at
$20.
bedroom
and
room
ing
lease.
or
rent
for
available
SHERRI'S SOAP & SHAPE all
furnish
also
and
clean
Will
Private
square.
Close to court
IN THE
breed dog grooming, 104 N
customer parking Call 753- clean bedding. Call 753-3685. 13th, Murray Ky, Hours, TuesCOUNTY:
4109
LOW TAXES
34: Houses For Rent day - Friday, 9 am - 5 pm
12 noon, Call
Northwest
am
9
Saturday
miles,
3'2
32. Apts. For Rent
brick
furnished
Completely
today and make
of Murray, good 2
Embassy Apartments, two house. Ideal for college couple 502-753-0556
After hours
bedroom frame home,
bedroom. Call 753-4331.
or teachers. Lease for summer. your appointment.
recently recarpeted
op- 502-437-4311.
utilities
month,
per
$275
in
duplex
New
rent
or
sale
For
and redecorated.
Westwood Subdivision. Two tional. Adults prefered. 247- Labrador Retriever puppies. 6
Located on 22 acres,
pm.
4
after
4386
living
large
bath,
bedroom,
weeks old, full stock, $25.
or blacktop
300'
and
stove
with
room, kitchen
Nice frame home in Sedalia, each. Call 489-2539 or 527highway frontage,
disposal, washer and dryer garden, garage. Call 753-0848. 1572.
some timber, several
hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4 Two bedroom unfurnished
outbuildings. Just
43. Real Estate
pin.
house on Palistine Church
REDUCED to27,600.
road. Call 437-4617.
FOR RENT
Pardom & Thurman
Two bedroom unfurnished
753-8080
Nice furnished apartper month.
$185.00
Insurance &
house.
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
Call 753'3293 after 5 pm.
college girls. Summer
Real Estate
175 acres with tenable land,
Two bedroom house, deposit
Southside Court Square
and fall semester, with
lake creek, some timber, good
required, $175. Not furnished.
Merry', Rmitecky
pool
swimming
road.access, near lake priced at
Call 753-3582.
753-4451
privilege. Call 753$75,000. Owner financing with
Two bedroom house for rent,
5865 days or 753-5108
reasonable down payment at
couple only, no pets, no
after 6 p.m. and on
C
or 753- Do you know why we say "Sell- 10% interest. John
753-1502
children.
Sunday.
ing a house is easy, keeping it Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore,
4860.
sold is tough?" More than 50% Murray. 753-0101 or 753of all home sales have major 7531.
closing problems. 50%! That's You're moving to a new city.
Home window deaning, no job too large or small,
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs What good does it do to call
Realtors are trained to concen- Century 21 Loretta Jobs
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
trate on follow-through. No Realtors here in Murday Of night.
paperwork detail is too small, ray?...Because a Century 21
no processing or financial pro- Neighborhood Professional
cedure too unimportant to from the city you are moving to
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is will promptly call you. They'll
to make sure your sale closes take the time to find out the
on time and you get all you ex- kind of home you'll be looking
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace for, They'll give you some ideas
of Mind." We put it all in about your new community.
$6,000.00 writing in an agreement called
1975-MI.165 Diesel Tractor
And then they'll begin putting
4,500.00 the Action Warranty. And then together a list of homes for you
1914-NF 165 Diesel Tractor
650.00 we back it up with the most to look at upon your arrival.
4 Rot Thrifty Cultivator
A This service is part of the Cen1,500.00 important agreement of all.
4 Row Joke Deere Drill Model 1140
handshake.. We mean what we tury 21 VIP Referral Program.
400.00
Seller
2 Row New Holland Tobacco
say. Call Century 21 Loretta It links ttgether the more than
1974-Mf.300 Combine Diesel-Rasp Bar with
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
7 500 Century 21 offices
12,000.00
197544F.24 Cum Header 2 Row
around the country. If you're
RESIDE
1 000.00
about to sell your house, call
1966 Case 430 Tractor
MERCIALI This brick, two
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
350.00
Ford 3 pt Hitch Mower
story home on the corner
Realtors. And then you're on
N 4th and Olive is
200 00
.-2 Row Cultivator
your way to the easiest move
ideal for one wanting to
Is.
250.00
Tires
2-Fora Wagons-Robber
you've ever made - going and
live near the downtown
1,000.00...
2-9'h Tufline Wheel Diso
area or ideal for a
cRoeamitmogrs. Call Loretta Jobs
office
300.00
professional
14 Row 3 pt. Hitch Spray
at 753-1492.
building. It features a
9,000.00
1976 Cher. Grain Traci
with
room
living
2,000.00
1971 Dodge Demo Trick
fireplace dining room.
kitchen and sun room or
Sold as is, not delivered,
sewing room on the first
21/z miles oast of Murray on Von Cleave Rood. Coll Jim
floor and lour bedrooms
&ally, 753-8697 or Pardons & Thurman Ins. 753-445 P.
(one with o fireplace)

28.

nating

Termite
Control

,3 34,4

meous

!r. Cobra CB,
Call 759-1536.
awe. Plainview
959 or 753-

Mks
Is?
extra good
desks at a
ice!

pins
tyro

I North
566

of slabwood.
truck. Cadiz
y. Cadiz, KY.

tte system. 20
!r with dolly,
er. . speakers

lome Sales

but need a
r7 We trade for
on down pay,
mats, motor, mowers and
ors, 527-1427,

s 2 redwood
1971 or 753-

EL S
out-

FARM EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE!

a home
le most
d now!
South
rience

ED

and another sun room
and both on the second
floor. Also has a full
basement and a large
garage
detached
suitable for a shop Only
$39 900

JOHN SMITH

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

ield

5

I.,

11,747.00
22,489.00
13,526.00
8,025.00
9,398.00
13,992.00
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
New Camden Highway
Paris, Tennessee
642-2281

14x60 2 Bedroom, electric
24x56 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
14110 3 bedroom 11'1 bath, electric
12156 2 bedroom, electric
1406 1 bedroom, electric
24x36 double wide electric

1

How can you finance your
house in this crazy economy'
Everybody has an idea these
days on financing But you
don't lust need ideas You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them That's why Century 21
Uneria lobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance
whether you are buying or selling And we take the necessary
time to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action Stop in at
1200 Sycamore or call Century
21 Loretta lobs Realtors at
753-1492 In a crazy economy
you need all the help you can
get

/AIMS NOIRES
BUSINESSES
LAIC AND RECREATIONAL
MONETT
listings needed I Office,
Coast to Coast Buyers Non
Everywhere Free Cotogloi,

Street Beatty
1.1 lames II•Ne.
1/11CelEreee. NI
Winey. ly

53. Services Offered

0.Used Cars

43. Real Estate

27. Mobile Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

nets, uprights.
y grand pianos.
$90 up New
ent LEACH'S
rst and for most
r further infor642-6463

d

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

r--

id Sanyo ST-C4
to casette The
we've found to
rs with no dash
19 50 buys you
iletely installed
selection of
ICH S MUSIC
901-642-6463
ano Excellent
753-5791 any

May S. IMO

753-0186
Arista,.

agichoz
753-1222
New Listing
Only 4 miles SE of
Murray on Old
Murray-Paris Rd.., 26
acres with good 4
bedroom house recently insulated to T.V.A.
specs. w/aluminum
siding exterior. Two
tobacco barns, other
out-buildings. Low
50's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for
full-time real estate
service.
Another
New Listing
Extremely neat 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
in quiet residential setting. Large 2-car
garage has been converted to game room.
Top quality home at a
reasonable price
$57,000. Located in city
limits and county
school district. Don't
delay-phone us today
on this very attractive
family home. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for courteous,
competent real estate
service!

1976 Pinto, excellent condi
tion Call 753-1378
1979 VW Rabbit, like new, low
miles, 38 mpg, regular gas. Call
901-247-3339
50. Used
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale. 2
lone green & Silver. V-8 air,
full tinted windows. Ann-Fm
radio. 8000 miles, extra sharp
Call 759-4910 after 330 pm
1976 Dodge Pickup with cap
low milage, V'ES. automatic. one
owner. Call 436-2743
1973 Ford Van, fully customized inside and custom paint
outside. Digital read out clock
and AMFM tape deck. $2,250
call 1-354-6217
1973 International Harvester,
model 106. 8'x20' Van_ Call
901-642-7190 extension 36
1978 Subaru Brat 4-wheel
drive, 30 mpg, real good shape
Call 436-5574.

FIGHT
INFLATION
GET A
GAS SAVER
Jud see Paul
and au i of his
friends for any kind ot
good used car
Come

• Garland

413 Seuenrekar• Sweet

PAUL GARLAND'S
CAR MART

OtiLh

repair

tuck

water proofing, house paintint,
Call after 6 pm, 436-2855
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565
Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
Carpet Center. professionally
done. Free estimates Call 7536660

51. Campers
Holiday Travel Trailer. 1971
immaculate condition, air
conditioned, new carpet. Can
be seen at Lakeside cam
pground. RI 68 Jonathan
Creek. Will sacrifice. Phone
502-354-8157

52. Boats and Motors

35 foot Chnscraft Roamer
Sedan cruiser. Generator. air
depth finder, shower, pressure
water Call 1-314-748-5561 or
314-471-8188.
14 foot semi-v, aluminum boat
with trailer, 20 hp Johnson
motor Call 436-2196.
1975 14 foot, Ouachita Jon
boat also 1976 Mercury 71'2 hp
motor Will sell trigather or
seperately. Call 753-7160.
1918 Sunkist let boat.
Metalflax green and white. 19
foot tri-hull, 454 Chew. Elderbrook highrisor and chrome
heads. like new $4.500. Call
435-4467
1978 Sanivan 21 Sailboat,
trailer 4 hp motor. bottom lust
painted, lots of extras_ Call
46. Homes For Sale
901-247-3339 after 5 pm.
By owner: 4 bedroom tri-level.
1978 VIP Boat with 1971
1102 Doran. Call 159-4868.
135hp Johnson. $3.500. Call
By owner, 8 room block house, 753-9640 after 6 pm.
2 stall carport with concrete
drive. On 14 acres. Call 431- 53. Services Offered
4712 or 437-4128.
e aye a arge selec
For sale by owner 3 bedroom
tion of Art Prints and
brick home, located on 2 woodframes for your home
ed lots in Sherwood Forest, 2
or office.
garage,
car
2
14
attached
baths,
CARTER STUDIO
gas
Natural
and greenhouse.
heat and wood burning stove.
7 53 8298
304 Main
central air. Grounds include
garden, fruit orchard, and, Air-conditioning
and
child's log cabin playhouse. refngeraton. service work on all
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for brands. Used air-conditioners
appointment.
and refrigerators for sale. Bill
New three bedroom brick Rollins, 753-0762
home, 211 bath. 24 car garage
PAINTING
in Oaks Estate. Lot 170 x 235
Residential, Farm
feet. Will finance to qualified
and Commercial
party. Low 70's. Call 753-1662
Spray, brush & roller
days, 753-3416 after 5 pm.
15 Yrs. Experience
RALPH WORLEY
47. Motorcycles
4364353
1972 Honda. 350. street bike.
excellent condition. Less then
5,080 miles. $600. Call 753- AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelmaintenance
ing
and
6527.
References Guaranteed work
1973 Honda 750, $875. Call Free estimates Call 753-8948
437-4817 after 5.30 pm.
or 753-2501 after 5 am.
1978 Yamaha YZ-80. Call 4314703.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Home budding, cabinet makbushhogging,
ing, and home remodeling Call Tractor work
plowing discing. blade work,
Damon Lovett. 753-4449
gardens Free estimates Call
Herndon's Welding Route 6 753-7400 or 753-2632
Box 154 Murray KY 753white rock
9507 24 hour service Open Will haul driveway
and Ag lime also have any type
atur day and Sunday
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
GARDENS &
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
YARDS
753-6763
Limed& Fertilized
Wet basement? We make eel
Gardens Worked
basements dry work completeReady for planting the scene
Bush
Hogging
day ,
ly guarenteed Call or write
Blodework
Morgan Construction Co
Dom ielmassa
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducari
Mrs DNA./
753.5E91
KY 42001 or call day or night
7S3.lose
7E347E6
1-442-7026

Ken's lawnmower and complete auto service. Overby
Road. Shop 753-8696 home
759-1221 Fast servicel
Blacktopping,
Mitchell
driveways and small lobs a
speciality also patching and
seal coating. 153-1537
Continuous
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Aluminum
.00fs sealed, and underpinning. Aluminum or fiberglass.
Gutters
Also patio awnings and cars "we,F cot
ports, single or double. Jack
arty color,
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
installed
Need work on your trees' ToppKing No
ing, pruning, shaping. complete removal and more. Call
Insprovisaloset
BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
Paducah Kentucky
professional tree care. 753444 62150r 444 7311
24 hours a day. Radio 8536.
cbs_gatched trucks
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential. Farm
cleaning,
Carpet
free buildings etc. Free estimates.
estimates satisfied references. 759-1987.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
DRIVEWAYS
753-5827
WHITE ROCKED
Driveways and parking areas
AND GRADED
white rocked and graded Free Hauling Ag Lune Grove,
estimates! Clifford Garrison, Dirt Send any kind white
rock
753-5429.

Dee Johnson

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR

do
house
Will
cleaning. Has experience. Call 7537435 or 753-1996.
Will plow and disc garden.
Call 753-1973 or 753-3413
Will do hauling of any kin's.
mow yards, clean basements
attics, garages etc Call 753.
0305
Want a professional landscape
without the high cost' Get it
with a professional landscape
design The landscape design
will be custom fitted to your
home it will include plant list
and appox retail plant price.
You can shop around for the
best buys on the plants you
need. Call 759-1657.
Will do plumbing, air conditioning, repairs and remodeling
around the home such as
carpentry. painting, roofing
and concrete work. Call 7532211 or 753 9600.

Ricky Edwards
753•4162

7534716

Mowers. Tillers. Chainsows.
Guaranteed
Fast Service
work. Will pickup and deliver
733-4564.

57. Wanted
Roommate wants to share a
nice apartment at a nice place
Please call 759-1583 after 5
pm

HORNBIKKLE BARBER SHOP
WO MAW street
Closed All Day Wed.
i
NEW OFFKE NOUNS:
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
PRICE SOAVE 75'
MAIRCIIT $1.25
doli ,53

Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps. We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.

For Hos000ll Howse CODs Woos*
.
No•ory Pabbc Se,

Will haul sawdust
and slabs.

ROGER HUDSON
TRUCKING AND
ROCK YARD

CALL 435-4115
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310, for free estimates.

We have driveway rock any size. Septic rock
rip rap sand and ag lime, pea gravel, any size
brown or white, red grovel, dirt and top soil
Call or See

1 Erwin's Small Engine and
Choinsaw Repair
I. I Wed at tr,
Grt op Gyn,

Roger Hudson

Open 2 p.m. 101
up m Monday
through Friday

Located 10 Akties on East 94
Phone 753-4545 or 753-6763

,
Dial-A-Service

48. Auto. Services
Battery $29.95 exchange 3
year warranty. New Concord
Grocery. 436-5353.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Size G 78x14. $90. Call 7532796.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
4.400

OERRYS

49. Used Cars

1.0

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

1970 Beetle, low milage, new
paint. $1200 Call 753-1604 or
410•
41011,
at 912 Coldwater Road
see
Just Listed!
1970 Corvette, black. extra
You must see this
Fire
sharp, $4400 Call 489-2715.
home on one acre to
753-1441
appreciate. Spacious
1977 Delta 88 Olds, one owner,
den w/woodburning
43000 miles, full power. exstove. Secluded setting
cellent condition, red with red
with several trees, and
velour, relocating must sell
stream, with frontage
$3000. Call 753-8159.
on blacktop road only
1974 Datsun 240-Z, automatic.
10 mi. from Murray.
Am-Fm tape. mags. Call 759Only $20,000. Phone
1157.
Kopperud Realty, 753xceptionally nice 1973
-E
1222. We're bringing
Cutlass. 1803 College Farm
the 1980's home to you!
"Chimney Sweeping
Road.
in the fine old
1973 Monte Carlo. Automatic,
Diamond In
tradition"
air-conditioning.
power,
The Rough
with
tires
good
136-2731
riding,
Business
Smooth
hanthis
Just listed
mags. Interior in excellent condyman's special 4dition. Need to sell. $950. Call
room home on 2
between, and 5 _pm 753beautifully wooded
arrier
1916. ask for Lisa After 5 pm
acres only Pet miles
•
call 753-6331.
from Murray. This is a
4-door,
RX-2,
Quality
Service
„Mazda
1973
real pocketbook:radio, 'heater, air. Call 436pleaser at only $10,500.
Company
5353.
Phone the friendly
H•ot Pump
folks at Kopperud
492-8187.
$300
1971 Nova.
Specsollsts
Realty,753-1222. We're
after 6 pm 492-8899
Modern Sheet-Metal
workifig hard to proL Service Departments
Plymouth Duster, good
1973
vide the best possible
condition, runs good, great gas
753-9290
real estate service for
mileage. $550 Call 753-6251
you.
after 5 am
/
0

&
G
cUSTOM WOODWORKIN

•
•

Police
753-1621

7212 Mean, Allunay, Kr 753 5940

I

Hugh's
Welding

153-3151

MAGIC HAT

C

Nilf

OODWORKING

.4 1 rent-3' OF WOODWORKING
.i
eltif W KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
•CABINFI HARDWARE
Aho
YOUR OW
*CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CANINE TS OR GIVE
OUT
CABINETS A NEW FACE(47 WITHOUT TEARING THEM

Police
753-1621

753-3914

ww-weemewewiweseepeprearemimirs-wm-i.--4,

753-5131

General Welding ,
Including
Portable Service
Lawn blower
and Tiller
Tim-Up

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

435-4434
4

Fro.
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish Si Shrubs
Xelley's Termite
& Pest Control
MO S, 13th St
Murray, Kr

I Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

•.

I

Human's
Rentals

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

MM.. prism, errs, sower,
mem sad coacmiN took' sod
aft

6 a.m.-Midnight
7 DaNs A Wrel.

753-5703
802N 18th Street
Murray.

\

Radio Cab
Company

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352
-

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Done!son

Allen B. Jones died Sunday
at 9:45 p.m from an apparent
heart attack at his home, 503
Richardson Street. Murray.
He was 70 yars of age.
The deceased was retired
from the Chevrolet Company,
Detroit, Mich., where he was
employed for 40 years. He and
his wife moved to M-rray in
1971.
Mr. Jones was a member of
the Moslem Shrine Temple,
Detroit. Mich., Archive Lodge
No. 5461 Free and Accepted
Masons, Detroit, Mich., and
the Murray Shrine Club. Born
April 28, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Pleas A. Jons and Annie
Brice Lassiter Jones.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lavenia Hanes Jones, to
whom he was married on June
M, 1935; one brother, Madison
Jones and his wife, Zera, 907
Pogue, Murray; several
cousins.
The funeral will -.be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson and the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Masonic rites will be held at
the gravesite at the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m. toArthur Like of Hazel died day ( Monday),
Saturday at 4:45 p.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 92 years of
age, and was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Parker Like, on
Funeral services for Mrs.
Jan. 21, 1975.
Solon H. 1Bessie M. Lee were
The deceased was a retired
held Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
farmer and a member of the
of the Roth Funeral
Hazel Church of Christ. Born chapel
Paaucah, with the Rev.
Nov. 12, 1887, in Arkansas, he Home,
Shelby R. Beaty and the Rev.
was the son of the late Elias
Wyman Copass officiating.
and Margaret Like.
Pallbearers were A. B.
He is survived by one
Noah Williams, Tomdaughter, Mrs. Lavern Barks, Hines,
Holland, Oscar Neuner,
Lone Oak; two sons, Cecil my
and E. F. Glenn.
Like, 1807 Westwood Drive, Bob Ligon,
in the City
Murray, and Hoyt Like, Mur- Burial was
at Murray with the
ray Route 8; three grand- Cemetery
the Collier
children; six great grand- arrangements by
Funeral Home of Benton.
children.
Mrs. Lee, 82, died Thursday
The funeral is being held toher home, 142
day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of at 8:40 p.m. at
Calvert Drive, Paducah. She
the Max _ Churchill Funeral
husband had observed
Horne with Bruce Logue of- and her
wedding anniverficiating. Providing the song their 64th
on April 27. She was a
service are singers from the sary
member of the Reidland BapUniversity Church of Christ.
Church. Her parents were,
Serving as pallbearers are tist
the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Jimmy Harrison, Bob SumStanfield.
mers, Hugh Alexander,
She is survived by her husErnest Madrey, Charles
band, Solon H, Lee; one
Burkeen, and Gary Barks.
daughter, Mrs. Bob DempBurial will follow in the Hicks
ster, Benton; one son, J. R.
Cemetery.
( Dick) Lee, Dallas, Texas;
four grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.

l'he tuneral for Mrs. Edna
DoneLson of Murray Route 3
was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Gerald Owen officiating.
Pallbearers were Aaron
Dowdy, Billy Steele, James
- Miller, Lynn Rogers, Ricky
Miller, and Jerry Lovett.
Burial was in the Fossett
Cemetery.
Mrs. Donelson, 86, died Friday at 2:45 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Andrew
DoneLson, died July 13, 1961.
She was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Born Sept. Its. 1893, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Garrett
Lindsey Billington and Mary
Tennessee Cates BilWigton.
Survivors include four
daughters—Mrs. Elsie Miller,
Mrs. Luvena Lovett, and Mrs.
Mabel Maddox, all of Murray
Route 3, and Mrs. Nancy
Steele, Murray Route 6; 15
grandchildren; 24 great
grandchildren; four great
great grandchildren.

Arthur Like Dies
Saturday; Funeral
Being Held Today

Mrs. Solon H. Lee
Dies; Burial Rites
Are Held At Murray

Rites For Willie
Albert Fulton Are
Held On Saturday

Stock Market

Willie Albert Fulton died
Friday at 4 a.m. at the Community Hospital, Mayfield. He
was 89 years of age and was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Irene Howard Fulton.
Survivors include four half
sisters—Mrs. Mary Dunn,
Wingo, Mrs. Ruth Hoke, Murray, Mrs. Ruby Wilkerson,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Taylor
Mae McLeod, Madisonville;
two half brothers, Cletus and
Leonard Carroll, Mayfield.
Services were held at the
gravesite at the Shady Grove
Baptist Church Cemetery on
Saturday at 1 p.m. with the
Rev. James Garland officiating.
Pallbearers were Sam
Workman, Wallace Lassiter,
Johnny Miller, David Valentine, and Carl Howard. The
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
had charge of the arrangements.

Prices of stocks of local Zees( at 11
a.m. CST today furnished to Thy Murray
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
Corp.,of NIL. ray,
-1 79

Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
American
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublem
IBM
Jenco
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

59
.unc
32's unc
uric
7 unc
919+3a
15-4
6239-la
44S-'s
15-Ni -4unc
31171-3n
13911-e.s
29-3a
5414+
16kab,j7a
2619+ Is.
29+ LI
34% unc
il5sb, 125'sa

MEN'S TENNIS
The Murray State University men's tennis team will be in
Morehead, Ky., competing in
the OVC Tennis Championships on May 11 through May
13.
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Hinds Executive Director
Of Stuart Foundation

Mrs. Gammon Dies
Allen B. Jones Is
Dead At Age Of 70; Sunday With Rites
Funeral Wednesday To Be On Wednesday

753-2617

=Ow

Mrs. Chester Edith) Gal i
mon of Route 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., died Sunday at 10:30
p.m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.She was 58 years of age.
Born Dec. 3, 1921, in Howard
County, Texas, she was the
daughter of the late Algie
Felton and Phobie Dykes
Fulton.
Mrs. Gammon is survived
by her husband, Chester Gammon; three daughters—Mrs.
Ronnie Arnett, Murray, Mrs.
Kathy Moore, Greenville, and
Mrs. Floy Nell Hardison, Murray Route 2; two sons, Earl
Thomas Adams, Learned,
Kansas, and Kelly Gammon,
Grand Bay, Ala.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Harold
Arnett officiating. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m.
Tuesday.

EDGAR ALLEN POE — Byron Norsvvorthy, a sophomore
speech and theatre major at Murray State University,
pauses during a monologue as Edgar Allen Poe in a oneman play presented Friday and Saturday in the University
Theatre. Norsworthy is from Benton.
Photo av Roger Matthew,

THE NEWS IN BRIEF
stop on his African tour after
International
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia an open-air Mass in neighbor( AP) — The body of President ing Zaire at which nine perJosip Broz Tito, the World sons were trampled to death
War II hero who forged his and 72 injured in the crowd of
own brand of decentralized more than a million persons.
Washington
communism and preserved
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Yugoslavia's independence
from the Soviet Union for After dozens of consultations,
more than 30 years, was being hundreds of memoranda and
brought to Belgrade today to musical chairs with thousands
lie in state until funeral ser- of desks' and bureaucratic
bodies, the Education Departvices Thursday.
ment is open for business.
Split from the Department of
By The Associated Press
Four helicopters that were Health, Education
and
"possibly American" violated Welfare, the new agency was
Iranian air space and one was born officially at 12:01 a.m.
found abandoned in the desert EDT Sunday. Today, its doors
more than 370 miles southeast opened to the public.
of Tehran, Iran's official Pars
WASHINGTON ( AP
news agency said today.
—
It said wandering tribesmen Citing what it calls an "innear Birjand in the Kavir-e- tolerable and dangerous situaLut desert reported seeing the tion," the United States is
four helicopters Sunday, but closing its visa office in Cuba
when police and revolutionary after Friday's melee, which
guards arrived to investigate has left 380 Cubans stranded
they found only one helicopter
on the ground.
BRAZZAVILLE, Congo
Republic (AP) — Pope John
Paul II crossed the Congo
River today for the second

Murray Band
Parents Call
Special Meeting
A special called meeting of
the Murray Band parents has
been set for 7 p.m. Tuesday,
May 6, at the Murray High
School bandroom.
An invitation for a major
band trip and the present
status of the three band director staff will be considered at
the meeting, according to a
spokesman.
Tuesday is also the last day
to make reservations for the
May 13 band banquet. Reservations may be made by calling Nancy Lovett.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP -- USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2000; compared to last week's close
slaughter steers under 1200 lb 1.061.50
lower, weights Over 1200 lb and
dairybreds weak to 50 lower; heifers
100-2.00 lower, cows opening .50-1.00
lower, bulls steady, calves and vealers
near steady; feeders 1 00-2.00 lower
however quality not very attractive,
Slaughter steers choice 975-1200 lb
61.0662.90; couple part loads 6330-6400,
1200-1300 lb 61 OD-62.813. mixed good and
choice 900-1150 lb including dairybreds
59 00-61.00: good 900-1050 lb 55.00-59 SO.
Slaughter heifers choice 8091025 lb
60.00-62.90; several part loads high
choice and prime 910-1065 lb 63 266-1 DO,
mixed good and choice 700-950 lb 58.00E0.06 good 800-1000lb 53.6348.00 ,
Slaughter cows utility 41 00-47.00; few
high dressing and high boning percent
individuals 47 00-47 50. rune? 40.00,43.50, canner and cutter under 800 lb
3550.4056,
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-3 10151470 lb 50 75-57 75.
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
19630 lb vealers 69.0044 00, selected
high choice 85 00-86 50, a few choice 340
lb calves 0200.
Feeder steers medium frame No 1
415-520 lb 69 00-76 00, 620-705 lb 62.5064130. medium frame No 1-2 fleshy
calves and bull calves 350-500 lb 55 0067 50, 500-700 lb 5300-63 25, medium
frame No 2 325-500 lb 67 00-71.25; large
frame No 2 including hoLnteins 330-600lb
40 0045 50. 600400 lb 50.50-60 0D.
Heifer, medimrfr......7,, i 360-600 lb
6090.4650. 500-700 lb 57 00-60 50,
medium frame No 2 375470 lb 50 0060.00 ;
Hogs 1500 compared to last Thtgsday
harrows and gilts steady. US 1-2 206240
79 80-30 45,
lb 30 45-3095, US 230-91b;
US 2-3 220-230,16.28 95-2900, US 3 215-3,00
lb 26 nan 9s, sown 50-156 higher: full
advance on weights over 500 lb. US 1-2
306350 lb 24.2625.50, 350-400 lb 25 5026 50, 400-450 lb 28 50-27 50, 450-500 lb
V 50-28 50, 500495 lb 2950-2950, boar,.
over 300 lb 24,00-2506.
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs steady.
rhosr and prime slaughter Lambs 106 lb
0000

•0

Inside the U.S. diplomatic mission there.
National
BOSTON 1API — Rep.
Robert F. Drinan, a five-term
Massachusetts Democrat and
a Jesuit priest, has bowed to
the "will of the pope" and will
not run for re-election because
the Roman Catholic Church
has banned priests from
secular political activity, a
Jesuit spokesman said.
DALLAS (AP) — .George
Bush and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, the catch-up candidates, are arguing parallel
themes — that the frontrunners are likely to prove
weak this fall in the big states
where White House elections
are won and lost.
But while they try to make
that case, Ronald Reagan and
President Carter are gaining
delegates and approaching the
point where the taunts of their
challengers will be academic.

State, Federal
Project Information
To Be Exchanged

FRANKFORT — Information on state and federal projects and activities will be exchanged at a conference sponsored by the state Department
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection and
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers next Thursday and
Friday at Rough River State
Resort Park.
Speakers scheduled during
the two-day session include
Natural Resources Secretary
Jackie Swigart and representatives of the department's
Bureau of Natural Resources
and Bureau of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement.
Reports on programs of interest both to the state and the
Corps of Engineers will also
be given by representatives of
the Department of Parks and
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and officials from the Corps of
Engineers.
David Rosenbaum, director
of the Natural Resource
Department's Division of
Water Resources, said a proposal by the Corps to close
some locks on the Kentucky
River will be discussed informally but is not a principal
item for the conference. The
Corps plans to hold a public
hearing later on the proposal,
which involves Locks 5 to 14
upstream from Frankfort.
Rosenbaum said the purpose of the annual conference
is to provide an opportunity
for state agencies and the
Corps to bring each other up to
date on their activities,
discuss mutual concerns and
resolve any problems.
"It's generally an informational meeting and is designed
to promote a better working
relationship .tsmween the
Corps of Engineers and state
agencies," he explained.
Department personnel were
asked earlier to suggest topics
for discussion during the conference, he added.
COMMENCEMENT
The Murray State University Commencement exercises
will be held on May 10 at 10
am.in the MSU Fieldhouse

Charles F. Hinds, former
director of libraries at Murray
State University, has been
selected as the first executive
director of the newlyestablished Jesse Stuart Foundation.
Announcement of Hinds' appointment was made by
Harold E. Richardson,
Louisville, chairman of the
Foundation's board of directors.
Hinds, a native of Henderson, is past assistant to the
Secretary of the Education
and Arts Cabinet, Frankfort.
Founder and former director
and records administrator of
the Kentucky State Archives,
Frankfort, he was director of
all libraries on the Murray
campus from 1967 until 1973.
It was during his tenure in
that capacity that the Jesse
Stuart Suite, a depository for
many of the famous Kentucky

author-poet s personal papers6
first editions and inemoribilia,
Was established at Murray
State. It is located in what is
now the Forrest C. Pogue
Special Collections Library at
the university.
He also has been director of
the Kentucky Historical Society, editor of the society's
publication, "The Register,"
an instructor of history at
Kentucky State University.
His honors include Phi Beta
Kappa and listing in "Who's
Who in America."
The Jesse Stuart Foundation is a public, non-stock, nonprofit corporation, established
June 7,1979. Its board of directors is made up of 20 citizens of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, dedicated to the preservation of the land of Jesse
Stuart at W-Hollow in Green up
County, the management of
the distinguished poet-authors

WKMS Sets Theme For
Fund Raising Campaign
"Decade Two, A Birthday
Celebration" is the theme for
WKMS's fund raising campaign May 7-11.
But "Decade Two" could
also be the description for
public radio's next step in a
journey that has taken giant
strides in the past 10 years.
WKMS-FM, fine arts radio
from Murray State University, will be 10 years young on
May 11.
Just in the past six months
WKMS has begun live stereo
concerts from around the
world with National Public

Seese Recently
Assigned As
Mechanic
FORT CAMPBELL
Pvt.
Thomas A. Seese, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur E. Seese Jr.,
Route 6, Murray, Ky., recently was assigned as a mechanic
with the 3rd Air liefense Artillery at Fort Campbell,Ky.
Seese entered the Army in
November 1979.

Radio's satellite distribution
system. More recently,
WKMS boosted its power to
100,000 watts, increasing its
potential audience to more
than 800,000.
The five-day celebration is
packed full of special programming designed to get
listeners excited enough to
pledge their support towards
the $10,000 goal. Special prograrnining may be heard at
91.3 FM and includes the
broadcast of the Classical Top
40 as polled from the listeners,
live concerts, and "Moments
to Remember" taking you
back to the golden years of
radio in the 1920s, '30s, '40s
and the '50s.
•
Pledges may be called in at
any time during the campaign. Volunteers, civic
organizations and celebrities
will be answering phones for
the campaign. Listeners and
volunteers are invited to join
the staff every night in the
WKMS studios on the sixth
floor of the fine arts building
to join the on-air celebration.

manuscripts and literary properties and the establishment
of many cultural and educational programs related to
Stuart's life and work.
Among these is the Jesse
Stuart Fellowship at Murray
State, a $3,600 graduate study
award and of which Scott Sefton, Olney, Ill., was named
recently as the sixth recipient.
Sefton is a senior history major at the university.
Another is the Jesse Stuart
Greenbo Sessions, forthcoming at Greenbo Lake State
Resort Lodge, Greenup County, and scheduled for May 2225, at which students, faculty,
guests and outstanding
resource people from across
the country will gather to
honor Stuart and his work.
The 10th Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop,
led by nationally-known
writers and poets and founded
by Stuart, also is scheduled for
July 7-23 on the Murray campus.
HORSE SHOW
The Hardin Optimist Club
will hold an Open Horse Show
on May 10 at 6p.m. in the Murray State Untversity Exposition Center on College Farm
Road. Admission is $1 per person,and the public is invited.
HONORS DAY
On May 9, the Murray State
University Honors Day will be
held at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, with a reception
to be held immediately following in the Clara Eagle Gallery
of the Fine Arts Center.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 5,1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act. 1116 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 lower Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 200-2301bs
$29.00-29.50
US 2 200-240 lbs
828.75-29.25
US 2-3240-256 lbs
128.00-29.00
US 2-4000-206 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs
123.00-24.00
US 1-3369-450 lbs.
122.00-24.00
US 1-3450.500 lbs
124.00-25.00
US 1-3 506650 lbs. .
$25.00-26.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
*2100-2300
Boars over 300 lbs 20.00-21 50 under 300
lbs. 15.00-17.50

Effective throughout
May,our new
1
2 year
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$400.00 Minimum Investments
Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal of certificates.

SECURITY FEDERAL
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.
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